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Foreword
It is not the purpose of the authors of this volume to

describe or exhibit our failures in the education of those in our
cities who suffer severe economic and cultural disadvantage.
Those failures are now painfully evident even to observers
having but a casual acquaintance with the meaner facts of our
society. They are the failure to produce a general basic literacy,
to tie instructioa to any guarantee of satisfying vocation or
profession, to relate the substance of education meaningfully
to the facts of contemporary urban existence, to provide the
minimum amenities of cultivated life to millions who have been
denied them by poverty or ethnic origin. They are the failure,
in brief, to break the cycle of poverty that excludes its victims
from any viable access to the so-called mainstream of American
life.

Rather, the purpose here is to examine the causes of this
predicament, to determine why the schools of the ceatral cities
so often fail us, and to point directions in which we must move.
The authors attempt to identify those decisions which we must
make, in the hope and indeed the faith, that there are ways out
of the cultural morass that now threatens to be the dissolution
of so much that had seemed secure in the American dream.
Their concern, of course, is not simply with the schools as such

vii
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viii FOREWORD

but with the total social complex that determines the educational
processes, of which the schools are the center.

Here and in two companion volumes are hard hitting,
incisive, andfor such a conservative profession--quite out-
spoken attacks by several of our most seminal educational
thinkers on a crucial national and, indeed, worldwide problem.The authors are concerned with the issue of what must be doneto save not the schools but the childreneven if this means
saving them from the schools as we now know them. Nothingis more obvious here than that radical transformations are inorder if the urban schools are to deliver on our demand thatthey provide effective education for the disadvantaged. Therecan be no more business as usual. The solution does not lie inmore money to finance more of the same old thing, or simplyto tinker with the old ways of doing things.

It is fortunate, of course, that not only are we movingahead in research on matters pertaining to learning, but weare witnessing as well numerous radical breakthroughs inschool practice that have great value. Not the least of these isthe example of solid accomplishment by instructors, adminis-trators, and parents who are willing to break with habit andrun the risks of trying something new. More research with
findings packaged for use by schoolmen and more extensiveand intensive experimentation and demonstration are essentialto define the full possibilities and determine appropriate pri-orities.

By now we should have a few things firmly established inour thinking: that our concentration should be on learningrather than on teaching; that fundamental transformations inthe instruction of the disadvantaged often mean changes in thehome as well as the school; that for large segments of our
population improved education necessitates the breakdown ofracial dir.trimination and segregation in the schools; thatfailures in establishing literacy, with the few exceptions ofextreme mental abnormality, are failures of the home and
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school and nct of the children's native capabilities; that ef-
fective linkages between schooling and eventual employment
or professional preparation must be established; that success
means the institution of extensive programs of preschooling
and the introduction in the schools of systematic treatment of
instructional techniques; and that a major reform of the cur-
riculum is required to bring the substance of education into
meaningful relation to the experience, aspirations, and self-
esteem of children and youths.

In their concern specifically with the resources for urban
schools, the authors here insist on radical reforms of the
traditional patterns of American school districting, finance,
and management; advocate recruitment and education of
teachers by processes that violate the conventions of most of
our schools of education; urge revolutionary changes in school
architecture and the deployment and differentiated function of
teaching personnel and students; and argue for a systems ap-
proach to instructional organization and method. It is in a
sense a combined argument for new kinds of schools to save
education for the central city by making it effective in city
lives and life of the city.

Additionally, there is here the insistence that schools
should be held accountable for their educational product
accountable in terms of the accomplishment of all their students,
whatever their ethnic origin or economic or cultural back-
ground. This is a large order and it places a great burden upon
the schools, one which they should not bear alone and cannot
bear successfully without the full cooperation of all other
related social agencies both public and private. The responsi-
bility for the future of our society rests not only upon the
schools, but it must rest more upon them than upon anything
else, a hard fact that all who now enter the education profession
must be prepared to face.

In making ,their plea for breaking through the bonds of
habit and convention, the authors are at. one in insisting that the

8



x FOREWORD

live options available to central-city children and youths must
be multiplied, opened up, and kept open. This is likewise a
major theme in the Committee for Economic Development's
1971 policy statement Education for the Urban Disadvantaged:
from Preschool to Employment, one of several CED policy
statements directed to the solution of crucial contemporary
urban problems. The expert research papers commissioned in
the preparation of this statement comprise the chapters of this
volume and the other two volumes in the CED Series on
Urban Education.

Sterling M. McMurrin, Project Director
Dean, Graduate School
University of Utah
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1. Financing Education for the
Urban Disadvantaged

Henry-M. Levin
Urban schools have been failing disadvantaged students

for a considerable period of time.* This has been true despite
the fact that the failure was not widely recognized by a society
which defined such problems as southern ones rather than ones
found in the cities of opportunity of the North.1

Nevertheless, educational policy makers are now charged
with finding solutions to a problem that is complex, pervasive,
and long-standing. Though the origins of the problems are
not known, its invidious effects are obvious. That great social
equalizer, the public school system, does not seem to be
working for disadvantaged youngsters, particularly those of
racial minorities, in urban areas. Rather than equalizing the
opportunities of youngsters born into different circumstances,
the schools seem to be perpetuating these differences.2

*The use of the term urban disadvantaged is the customary euphemism
for referritig to a student population that is drawn primarily from poor
urban black, Puerto Rican, and Mexican-American populations. Their
families live in the core areas of large cities, and their communities are
characterized by high levels of unemployment, infant mortality, undiag-
nosed and untreated health problems, and poor housing in conjunction
with low levels of education. Simultaneously, they have been organized,
journalized, researched, romanticized, and ignored by the social, political,
intellectual, and economic forces of this country; but there have been
few changes in their miserable lot.3

3
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It has been stated again and again that the problems of
the cities can be solved only with substantial infusions of dol-
lars. In the case of the inner-city schools, both school boards
and teacher organizations assert that additional finances are
the most important ingredient for improving the schools. Un-
fortunately, the evidence suggests that there is no simple and
straightforward relationship between expenditures and school
effectiveness. Rather the nexus is a complicated one. The pur-
pose of this paper is to explore that linkage between financial
arrangements for supporting the city schools and the improve-
ment of those particular schools serving inner-city (read dis-
advantaged or black) pupils.

What are the connections between the present financial
arrangements for the schools and their failure to fulfill the edu-
cational needs of the inner-city child? There are three distinct
links to this failure. First, the present method of financing the
schools places most large-city school districts at a severe dis-
advantage in supporting needed school services. Second, the
distributions of school finances within cities systematically
shortchanges those children drawn from poor and powerless
constituencies. And third, much of the money that finally
filters down to the schools attended by the urban disadvantaged
is wasted on traditional approaches which are not appropriate
for inner-city schools.4

Ftnancing the Large-City School Districts
By law, public schooling is a function of the states. The

states are responsible for determining such matters as what can
be taught and who shall be qualified to serve as administrators,
counselors, and teachers in the schools; and the states are also
responsible for financing the schools. Taxes collected for the
schools whether obtained at state ot local levels are considered
to be state taxes.5 Local school districts are generally considered
to be quasi-corporations of the states or mere instrumentalities
whose powers and obligations derive from the state.6
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How then have the states chosen to finance the schools,
and how have these arrangements affected the city schools in
particular? The states have generally required local school dis-
tricts to finance their schools primarily on the basis of the local
property tax. If property wealth, resource costs, pupil burdens,
educational needs, and other social needs were equally distrib-
uted between city and other school districts, the financial prob-
lems of the former would likely be no more burdensome than
those of the latter. Yet, the confluence of several factors places
the city schools at a severe disadvantage in financing education
from property tax revenues.7

First, the property tax base is not distributed equally
among jurisdictions. Some local school districts have far more
ability to support their schools than do others. For example, the
amount of taxable property per resident pupil in Michigan in
1965-66 varied from over $53,000 in the richest school district
to only $1,319 in the poorest area.8 Thus, to raise similar rev-
enues per student in both districts would require a tax rate
forty times as great in the poor district as in the rich one.
Similar disparities are found in almost all of the other states.

Using the more direct comparison of city-suburban dif-
ferences, it appears that most of the large cities have less tax-
able wealth than their suburbs.0 Worse yet, the relative position
of the cities is deteriorating as commercial enterprises and
middle-class families migrate from city to suburb with concom-
itant shifts in the tax base.10

In addition to the smaller tax base behind each student,
the cities face other fiscal disadvantages in comparison to their
suburban neighbors. As centers of metropolitan regions, they
must provide social services that benefit the commuters from
the entire metropolis. That is, police, fire, transportation, and
other public services must be provided for large numbers of
nonresidents who use the city as a workplace or cultural center
while paying their property taxes in the suburban jurisdictions
where they live. These extra demands on their resources repre-

13



6 HENRY M. LEVIN

sent "municipal overburden." The added strain also results
from heavy social welfare services for family support and health
purposes that are associated with the large numbers of disad-
vantaged residents who populate the inner cities. Municipal
overburden represents a claim on city resources that reduces
the amount that cities can allocate to the schools in contrast
with their suburbs who do not have demands for the extra
services. Even in a medium-sized city it was estimated that the
municipal overburden represented 19 per cent of municipal
expenditures.11

In addition to these relative resource stringencies for sup-
port of education, the cities also face higher costs in purchasing
educational resources. A teacher who would accept a position
for a particular salary in the suburbs typically requires substan-
tially more to teach in the city, if he teaches there at all. To pro-
spective teachers, the inner-city schools are characterized by
educational problems that seem far more demanding than those
of schools in other areas.12 Not only do personnel cost more, but
land costs, construction costs, and insurance costs are consid-
erably higher in the cities. For example, Detroit paid over
$100,000 an acre for school sites purchased in 1967, while sur-
rounding suburban districts paid only about $6,000.13

Higher school costs in the city mean that tax dollars buy
fewer educational services than they do in the suburbs.

Yet in spite of lesser available resources and higher costs,
the cities are burdened with far greater educational responsi-
bilities than the suburbs. Having large concentrations of eco-
nomically disadvantaged pupils, the cities must provide massive
educational services in order to place such students on a par
with their more advantaged peers at the end of the schooling
process.

Society's neglect becomes the responsibility of the schools.
That is, even before birth, the disadvantaged child is more likely
to face prenatal malnutrition; and in his early years he is a
prominent candidate for protein starvation.14 He is less likely to
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receive adequate medical and dental care as well, so he is more
prone to suffer from a large variety of undetected, undiagnosed,
and untreated health problems. Less worldly goods, less travel,
low educational attainments of parents, and so on, mean that
the disadvantaged inner-city child lacks the preparation for
learning which the schools assume of middle-class children. So
the schools must provide more educational assistance, diag-
nostic, health, and food services to the inner-city child in order
to help him achieve his learning potential in basic skills and in
general academic competence.

Given the high concentrations of students who need such
assistance in the cities, the direct result is a greater financial
burden for the city schools than for suburban ones. In summary,
greater pupil needs, higher costs, municipal overburden, and
smaller resources to draw upon mean that the present system of
financing the schools places the city at a severe disadvantage in
comparison to the suburbs. It is more difficult for the city to
raise equal dollars, but equal dollars do not buy equal edu-
cational services because of higher costs in the city, and the edu-
cational services that the city must provide are far more massive
than those that must be provided by suburban neighbors.

How do the states reconcile the unequal financial status of
local districts for providing educational services under what is
legally a state system of schools? The plain fact is that whik, the
states provide some direct aid to school districts, local differ-
ences in ability to raise funds are by no means reconciled. Such
state aid arrangements are termed "equalization" plansa
flagrant misnomer when one considers the effect of such plans.15
No matter what set of equalization arrangements the states have
adopted, the arrangements seem to have two effects: on the
average, the richer the school district, the greater will be the ex-
penditures on each student, and the lower will be the tax burden
as a proportion of wealth (or income).16 In fact, there is eviden,e
that many cities receive fewer dollars from the state for each
pupil than do their wealthier suburbs.17 Though some states pro-

)4.
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8 HENRY M. LEVIN

vide additional financial support to their cities for educating
children from low-income families, this supplemental aid is so
nominal that the pattern does not change. Even the effect of
federal aid for schooling the disadvantaged, such as that allo-
cated under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965, makes but a small alteration in the basic system of
unequal support. Given these financing arrangements, it is not
surprising to find that cities, in contrast to the suburbs, are
generally characterized by higher tax rates but lower school ex-
penditures, despite the greater educational needs of students en-
rolled in the city schools.

On the basis of these disparities, the deterioration in the
relative position of the city is cumulativc: middle-class families
move increasingly to the suburbs to obtain higher quality edu-
cational services for their children at lower tax rates. Business
firms also move to reduce their tax burdens. Left behind are
those unfortunates who cannot afford to escape, creating an
even greater concentration of disadvantaged pupils in the city
schools while the financial base for supporting the school slips
away. So the city school districts are in dire financial straits, and
the future is certainly bleak unless substantial structural reforms
in financing the schools are enacted.

Distributing School Finances
Within the Cities
The financial stringencies faced by the large-city school

districts are not the only financial factor hindering the im-
provement of inner-city schools. There also appears to be a
distributional problem in that the school districts themselves
shortchange systematically those schools attended by disad-
vantaged populations. Those city schools with heavy concen-
trations of lower-class and nonwhite enrollments appear to
have been discriminated against for years in the allocation of
resources. School systems can get away with this kind of dis-

-4$
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crimination because the conventional school accounting sys-
tems do, not report expenditures on a school-by-school basis.
Furthermore, few school superintendents and other high offi-
cials will admit that such disparities exist since to do so would
be politically dangerous.

Nevertheless, an increasing number of studies have ex-
amined, through internal audit, the school-by-school funding
patterns within cities, and they have found that rather consist-
ently fewer dollars are spent in schools educating poor children
and black children than in schools attended by their white mid-

counterparts.18 Not only have these differences been
tolerated (and perhaps promoted in the past) but it appears
that even monies for compensatory education are often used to
support district-wide services instead of being applied to the
disadvantaged for whom they were intended. Studies sponsored
by the U.S. Office of Education have been unable to trace Title I
compensatory monies to their alleged target populations.

In fact, intensive investigation of Title I expenditures has
shown many discrepancies between the intent of the law and the
use of the funds. For example, a recent California State Depart-
ment of Education report for the City of Oakland found that
much of the $10 million in federal funds Oakland had obtained
to aid some 12,000 ghetto youngsters was actually spent for
services throughout the district.19 While federal financing was
provided to give all ghetto elementary school children addi-
tional reading and language arts instruction, only two out of
five youngsters actually received such assistance. Of 477 staff
positions approved for the "target" schools, only 276 employees
could be accounted for (the funds for the other positions pre-
suitably were financing personnel at other schools).

The point is that if the inner-city schools are shortchanged
under the existing distribution of funds, there is no reason to
believe that funds for the disadvantaged from higher levels of
government will reach their mark. Traditional administrative
devices, an accounting system that masks school-by-school
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10 HENRY M. LEVIN

discrepancies, and the uneven distribution of political power
augur continuing financial shortchanging of schools attended by
the disadvantaged. Of course, a few inner-city schools have been
dressed up as showcase institutions, producing the intended im-
pression that all inner-city schools are receiving special advan-
tages. It is these schools that are given publicity by the press and
boards of education, such as the 20 or so schools in the More
Effective School (nos) program in New York City. What is not
recognized in the MES case is that probably over half of New
York City's 900 schools serve educationally disadvantaged
populations and that only 21 of them were receiving such
specialized treatment in 1968-69.

Foremost among the venerable administrative devices
working to discriminate against inner-city youngsters is the
unified salary schedule, which gives the same reward to a teacher
no matter *how desirable the teaching situation within each city.
It is little wonder, then, that teacher experience is lowest and
teacher turnover is highest in the inner-city schools. Teachers
appear to use these schools as training grounds in preparation
for obtaining positions in the middle-class schools. If school
administrators and teacher organizations really cared about the
needs of the disadvantaged, the inner-city, schools would be
provided with a more experienced teaching force even if sub-
stantial salary differentials and other benefits were required to
achieve this. Instead, both administrators and teacher organiza-
tions have preferred to treat the unified salary, schedule as
inviolate regardless of its impact on the schools of the inner city."

The fact that teachers are at the lower-experience rungs in
the inner-city schools is a primary, reason for the lower per-pupil
expenditures in those schools. Yet the central school boards
seem unwilling to return to those schools the "savings" on
teachers in the form of substantially more personnel, supplies,
and other resources. Rather the "savings" from lower teacher
budgets in the ghetto schools represent implicit subsidies for the
middle-class ones.
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Spending on the Inner-City Schools

Perhaps the greatest tragedy in the financial chain is that
when additional dollars finally filter down to the inner-city
schools, they are often squandered on traditional a0proaches
that have consistently failed the inner-city youngster. The record
of spending on compensatory education is an outstanding test-
imony to the futility of doing more of the same things that
have not worked in the past.

Indeed, the inability of compensatory education programs
to produce significant results is directly traceable to the ques-
tionable ideology on which they are tacitly based. Inherent in
compensatory education programs is the condescending view
that the urban minority child is somehow inferior to the middle-
class child. In comparison to the white, middle-class child, he
is "deprived" and "disadvantaged." Therefore, he needs reme-
dial work and compensatory resources to improve his prospects.
That is, remediation is considered to be the key to the minority
child's emancipation. That the minority child is different from
the middle-class white child is mere tautology. Yet in this case
the schools assume that his cultural differences represent inferi-
orities that must be eliminated. Inherent in this approach is a
total disrespect for and depreciation of the cultures and experi-
ences of black and other minority children. Yet to a minority
youngster, his experience is certainly as valid as that of his white
counterpart.

There is no reason that he must deny or deprecate his
background in order to "learn." Iry_leed, such forced self-de-
nunciation can only guarantee the development of a serious and
widening breach between the school and the child. Quite the
opposite, the schools must capitalize on the cultural strengths of
minority children in order to build cultural bridges between
the experiences of those children and the goals of the larger
society.21 But this goal requirec taking a specialized approach
to educating minority students, one that violates the under-

19



12 HENRY M. LEVIN

pinnings of the present universalistic model. The present method
tacitly assumes that the same approach is universally applicable
ito all children despite the pious rhetoric often espoused about
"individualized" instruction. Unfortunately, the large urban
school systems have shown themselves to be incapable of build-
ing educational programs that will capitalize on the cultural
attributes of minority children. This fact becomes quite clear
when one examines the way in which so-called compensatory
education programs have been formulated. Most money has
been spent on such traditional routes as reducing class size,
increasing the number of counselors and remedial specialists,
and buying more library books. That is, more money has been
spent on the same remedies that have not worked well in the
past. The inevitable result is that a larger budget purchasing
more of the same ingredients will make a larger version of the
same dismal cake. There must be qualitative changes in the
recipe in order to improve the quality of education for minority
children.22

The fact that such qualitative changes have not generally
taken place has meant that dollar resources have been misspent.
In evaluating the effect of Title I monies on reading scores, the
U.S. Office of Education found that " . . . a child who partici-
pated in a Title I project had only a 19 per cent chance of a
significant achievement gain, a 13 per cent chance of a signifi-
cant achievement loss, and a 68 per cent chance of no change
at all (relative to the national norms)."23

Further, the Projects that were investigated were " . . . most
likely to be representative of projects in which there was a higher
than average investment in resources. Therefore more signif-
icant achievement gains shoul0 be found here than in a more
representative sample of Title it projects."24

In fact, comparing dollar inputs between schools attended
by minority students and those attended by middle-class whites
is an erroneous way of measuring school resource endowments
between races. To the degree that money is spent in both cases

(20



FINANCING EDUCATION 13

on teachers, curriculum, and other inputs that are more effec-
tive for white children than for black or Spanish-speaking stu-
dents, dollar expenditures tend to overstate vastly the relative
resources available to the latter group. Rather, nominal re-
sources devoted to the two groups of schools must be weighted
by their effectiveness to ascertain their true values.

The futility of employing checklists of physical character-
istics or dollar expenditures in comparing schools attended by
minority students with those attended by majority students is
reflected in the following illustration. If black schools and white
schools have the same number of teachers with the same prepa-
ration and experience, the two sets of schools are considered to
be equal according to conventional criteria. Now what if all of
the teachers have white racist views? Clearly, if black schools
and white schools have equal aumbers of white racist teachers,
the two sets of schools are not equal even though the physical
quantities of teachers are. This example raises additional ques-
tions about the present definition of remediation and compensa-
tory education. If we double the number of white racist teachers
in black schools, class size will be reduced by 50 per cent, yet
it is difficult to argue that healthy increases in educational
output will take place. Yet, such a situation is perfectly consist-
ent with the conventional arithmetic of spending on compen-
satory education. Attention is heavily focused on the amount of
traditional resources available to minority children with ahnost
no consideration of the appropriateness or the efficacy of those
resources.

Some Financial Solutions
Thus we have defined three separate links that tie together

the failure of the inner-city schools and present arrangements
for financing these schools. From these it folltms that simple
cures, such as just obtaining more money for the cities, will
hardly guarantee solving all or even most of the infirmities of
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urban education. Rather, the solution requires a tripartite re-
sponse. First, how can we increase the financial resources avail-
able to large-city school districts? Second, how can we assure
that an appropriately large share of the additional resources will
be devoted to the inner-city schools? And finally, how can we
increase the probability that this support will be used on edu-
cational programs that will produce results?

Strangely enough, obtaining more dollars for the large-
city school districts is the problem most likely to be solved in the
near future, The reason for this optimism is that the present
financing arrangements for the schools appear to violate the
"equal protection clause" of the Fourteenth Amendment of the
Constitution.25 Simply stated, the states are responsible for
financing the schools. Whether school taxes are collected by the
state or by local school districts, they are considered to be state
taxes; and if disparities exist in the revenue resources available
to school districts, then such differences exist as a consequence
of the state's discretion. It is contended that by basing school
support for any student on such fortuitous circumstances as
where he lives, the wealth of his ommunity or the community's
taste for education, the states are not granting equal protection
of the law to all residents.

On this premise many cities have begun to sue their pro-
spective states with the goal of requiring the states to foster a
true measure of equality of educational opportunity.26 While
some of the suits argue for equal expenditures among schools,
others assert that equal protection of the law, requires unequal
expenditures based upon higher costs and greater student needs
in urban schools. In practical terms, the states would be required
to undertake a far larger share of the educational burden, one
that would shift rather substantial financial resources to the city
schools. Even without litigation, the threat of such suits will
probably pressure state legislatures to revamp their present
arrangements for financing the schools.27 Interestingly enough,
the pressure of litigation resulting from Detroit v. State of
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Michigan (Board of Education v. Michigan, General Civil No.
103342Circuit Court, Michigan, Wayne County, filed Feb. 2,
1968) seems to have been a factor in the Special Message issued
by Michigan Governor William G. Milliken on October 9, 1969
to his Legislature requesting a sweeping reform of that state's
school finance arrangements. The governor's plan called for a
uniform statewide property tax for school operating purposes.

Through the direct and indirect effects of litigation, it
appears that all of the state legislatures will ultimately overhaul
their archaic and inequitable plans for supporting schools. At the
very least, these plans will attempt to distribute the tax burden
more equitably and to assure that children are gi-..en an equal
educational opportunity in some sense of the phrase. Since it is
to the cities' advantage to obtain these changes as soon as pos-
sible, they should consider litigation charging their, states with
violating the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment in order to obtain legal redress or to prod state legislatures
into action.28 The prognosis seems good for the fiscal relief of
the large-city school districts.

Accounting for Expenditures
Unfortunately, more dollars for the city schools will not be

enough in itself to overcome the particular problems of the
inner-city schools. A further step must be taken to assure that
the inner-city schools receive the benefits of the newly found
largesse.

The states can make a substantial move toward ensuring
fair allocations to the inner-city schools by requiring cities to
report school-by-school budgetary allocations. That is, the
states should require expenditure information for individual
schools from all of its school districts. With data available on
individual school enrollments, social and racial composition of
schools, and school expenditures, within-district equity could be
scrutinized. Under the present accounting system, which does
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not require school-by-school reporting of expenditures, the
central school administration can continue to discriminate
against inner-city schools with virtual impunity.

Further, the visibility of school-by-school budgets would
provide a relatively simple method of seeing that monies for
compensatory education are spent in the schools for which they
were intended. That is, the change in per-pupil expenditure for
each school from year to year should reflect not only the district-
wide rise in expenditures, but should also reflect extra funds
designated for particular programs or students. Under the
present accounting system one cannot observe the pattern of
changes resulting from such categorical aid since even the initial
distribution of expenditures among schools is obscured.

The reporting of expenditures and other information by
cities on a school-by-school basis has other advantages. Since
aid from higher levels of government is often given according to
the socioeconomic level (degree of disadvantage) of. the stu-
dent population, it is easiest to assess this criterion for each
school. In a feasibility study for New York State it was found
that a measure of educational need for disadvantaged children
could be constructed from information provided by school prin-
cipals.29 Using various combinations of data on student race
and social classdata that were generally available for each
schoola useful measure of need for resources could be corn-
puted. The authors of this study also suggested ways in which
the measure of school resource need could be woven into a
state school finance formula. Accounting for expenditures on a
school-by-school basis is mandatory if we are to obtain equity
for the inner-city schools.

Financing for Educational Effectiveness
Obtaining more money for the city school districts and

guaranteeing that the inner-city schools receive adequate shares
of those finances requires fairly specific mechanical changes in
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state finance and accounting procedures. Given the recom-
mended changes that we have specified in these two Areas, the
impact of the new arrangements is fairly prediCtable. Both goals
can be achieved with rather straightforward departures from
existing state policies. The third problem, that of spending
dollars more effectively in the inner-city schools, is more elusive;
though financial and accounting arrangements can be man-
dated, school effectiveness cannot. Indeed, this is the weakest
link in the financial chain, for it is the one over which the bank-
ers of the public schools have the least measure of control.

The basic flaw of the educational systemand character-
istically of most public enterprisesis that there are no incen-
tives built into the system to satisfy social goals. If students are
not learning to read in a particular school, there are no direct
incentivei to change the situation. Principals and teachers get
pay increases on schedule, whether they succeed' or fail. All
teachers with the same degree level and years of experience are
treated similarly regardless of their performance. In fact,
financial incentives are given personnel primarily for surviving
in the system, not for showing results. That is, a teacher has only
to live long enough to rise to the top of the salary scale. No-
where in the present organization of schools do we have
financial or nonfinancial incentives for making schools suc-
ceed. That is, success is not compensated or formally recognized,
and the reward structure is systematically divorced from
educational effectiveness.

This fundamental weakness of the schools must be reme-
died by adopting an approach that rewards success and penal-
izes failure, just as other organizations have done.30 It is only by
creating organizational incentives to improve vastly the inner-
e.:ity schools that such schools will use their additional finances in
ways to produce academic gains and healthy emotional develop-
ment among the forgotten populations. The kinds of incentives
that are appropriate appear to be ones which would reward edu-
cational responsiveness to the needs of the students and families
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who are served. Two kinds of models have been posited that
would pursue these goals: the market approach to schooling and
the political or community control approach.

1. The Educational Marketplace
The market approach is based upon a plan suggested by

Professor Milton Friedman of the University of Chicago.31
Schools are essentially monopolistic in that they provide
services for a captive audience. Since most parents have little
choice but to send their children to local schoolsno matter
how poor the performance of such institutionsthe students
are locked in to a system that does not have to satisfy their
educational needs. The proponents of the market approach
believe that by giving students and their families a choice of
schools, and by requiring schools to compete for students,
substantial increases in educational effectiveness would result.
For if schools had to compete for students in order to survive,
they would likely be much more responsive to the particular
needs of their potential clientele.

What are the mechanics of such an arrangement? The state
would provide tuition vouchers to parents for a specified max-
imum sum per year for each child. Parents would be free to use
these vouchers at any approved institution of their choice. Insti-
tutions would be encouraged to enter the marketplace to com-
pete for students, and any school that met minimal requirements
in such areas as curriculum and personnel would be eligible to
participate. Thus a system of nonpublic schools would compete
with the public ones for students. Applying this model to the
residents of the inner city, this arrangement " . . . would allow
that one section of our population that suffers most seriously
from segregated schoolingthe poorto move at their own
initiative, and if they want to, into schools of their choice out-
side their neighborhood."32 The result of this approach is that:

. Parents could express their views about schools directly,
by withdrawing their children from one school and sending them
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to another to a much greater extent than is now possible."33 In-
formation on alternative schools would be provided to all poten-
tial participants, in order to ensure an effectively functioning
educational marketplace. That is, data on school costs, pro-
grams, strategies, effectiveness, and student populations might
be required of all approved schools in order to keep parents and
potential educational sellers informed of available alternatives.
Such an arrangement would induce innovation and experimen-
tation in that each school would try to obtain competitive ad-
vantages over the others. Only those public schools which would
be responsive to the needs of their students could survive such
competition, so a healthy infusion of nonpublic schools into the
market would also tend to keep the remaining public schools on
their toes.34

In addition to the basic Friedman plan, there are many
other ways of using an educational marketplace to fulfill the
social goals set out for the inner-city schools. In an excellent
discussion on the subject, Anthony Downs has suggested that
the cities modify existing attendance boundaries so that all stu-
dents within a given area of the city can attend any of a number
of schools within that boundary;35 that is, several traditional
attendance areas would be merged to form a new one. Schools
within the merged area would compete for students, and teach-
ers and other resources would be shifted from the less success-
ful schoolsthose whose enrollments declineto those attract-
ing new enrollments. Portable classrooms could also be added
to the latter schools, if necessary. Thus, principals would have
an incentive to maximize the important educational outputs de-
sired by the residents of the merged attendance areas or face a
loss of clientele and resources.

In a similar vein, James S. Colemanu and others have
suggested contracting out services such as reading and arith-
metic and paying educational contractors only on the basis of
their students' results on standardized tests.* There are many
*S'ee Chapter 2, "Accountability in Education," by Leon M. Lessinger.
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ways to create competition within the inner-city schools, and
virtually all of them would provide market-type incentives for
utilizing educational resources far more effectively than they
have been applied in the past.

2. Political Incentives
Yet, the market alternative is not the only Means of pro-

viding incentives for ensuring that schools in the inner city will
fulfill the needs of their clientele. It is also possible to redirect
the efforts of such institutions through revamping the political
processes by which decisions are made. At the present time, edu-
cational strategies are set out at some highly centralized level
for all children and all classrooms in the city schools. Personnel,
curriculum, and materials are chosen or approved by central
school boards and are imposed on a large variety of educational
settings for which they are totally inappropriate. Yet, as we
pointed out previously, good educational strategies are ones
which are made on the basis of the particular characteristics and
needs of the children being served. They cannot be set out at a
highly centralized, abstract, and depersonalized level just to
satisfy an administrative compulsion for order. The drab uni-
formity imposed by the city school boards has been particularly
disastrous for the inner-city schools where institutions seem to
perform the futile exercise of going through motions that have
little educational substance.

Under such conditions it becomes imperative to decen-
tralize decision-making from a central school board to some
lower level in order to adapt to the different needs of different
segments of the population. Indeed, the market approach is an
example of such decentralization, while political decentrali-
zation is another form. The latter method would put authority
for governing the inner-city schools into the hands of groups of
citizens who we:7e representative of the comniunity being served
by those schools which are characterized by the greatest failures
in fulfilling the educational needs of their students.37
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How would such a system work? Decentralized school
districts would be formed in the inner city based upon proximity
and co:mmonality of needs among schools. Each decentralized
or community school district would elect a representative school
board to govern its constituent schools. The central school
board would provide each decentralized school board with a
lump-sum budget, and each local board would possess substan-
tial discretion in allocating its budget.38 Financial accounts and
accountabRity would remain in the hands of the central school
authority, but the actual disbursements for each school could be
authorized only by the local governing board for that school.
On the basis of this decision-making power the local governing
boards, in conjunction with administrators and teachers (and
perhaps student representatives), would construct their pro-
grams and purchase the necessary components to implement
them, a course of action which is not permitted under the
existing regulations. Political decentralization would then enable
schools to reflect more closely the educational needs of their
constituents. The inner-city schools would be pressured to break
out of the pattern of ineptitude fostered by the mindless uni-
versalism of traditional big-city school administration.

Both political and market incentives could be combined to
make the inner-city schools more effective. Under a system of
decentralized schools, students should be given a choice of at-
tending a school in their own community or in any other com-
munity. Moreover, the central school board would continue to
operate a few schools as alternatives to both individual students
and parentsvia market choiceand to groups of students
and parentsvia political action within the community.

Furthermore, the decentralized school districts might find
it desirable to purchase some services from private contractors.
The community school board would plan its educational re-
quirements and compare these with its capabilities. The school
board would then solicit bids from industry, universities, and
nonprofit groups for fulfilling objectives in those areas where
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the local district had the least proficiencies. Educational con-
tractors would compete f9r the particular services which the
community wished to buy, and remuneration might be based on
the success of the programs.

The solution to financing the inner-city schools requires
that three conditions be met. First, the large cities must obtain
greater financial resources to support education. Second, the
inner-city schools must not be shortchanged in the distribution
of such funds. Third, dollars must be used to provide services
that are educationally effective for inner-city youngsters. The
evidence suggests that none of these conditions are presently
satisfied.

Fortunately, recent legal developments suggest reforms in
state school finance arrangements that should increase the level
of support for city schools. Equity among schools within a city
can also be ensured by modifying financial accounting and re-
porting so ;that school-by-school expenditures can be scruti-
nized. But 'the third condition, educational effectiveness, will
require more- than just changes in school support. Some system
must be adopted that will reward schools -That are excelling
while penalizing those that are failingdifferences that are ig-
nored by present financial arrangements. The use of market and
political incentives both show promise in this respect. Without
substantial moves in this direction, much of the additional finan-
cial support for the inner-city schools will be wasted through
the same inept and insensitive schooling processes that have not
worked in the past.
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Accountability in Education
Leon M. Lessinger

Accountability is most easily grasped when viewed as
a policy demand by responsible officials for regular, manda-
tory, and independent public reports of results achieved for
the dollars and programs provided. It is a proof-of-results
policy.

Since results accomplished have little meaning apart.from
results intended, accountability forces a public hearing of the
relationship between actual output to objectives stipulated.
The ratio of output attained to output forecast is a basic meas-
ure of productivity. Thus, accountability is an educational pro-
ductivity policy.

Educational.productivity is a lively concern in American
life. Liberals accuse the schools of failing to meet the needs

.,* of sOciety's neediest: the poor, the black, the brownour
hidden minoritieS. Conservatives charge the system with waste,
inefficiency, extravagant spending on frills, and failure to trans-
mit the values of a free society to our youth. Moderates believe
the schools are relatively good, but are increasingly puzzled
by student unrest, teacher strikes, and campus violence.

Virtually everyone agrees that something has gone wrong,
that corrective action is needed. Congress and state legislatures
have responded to this crisis of public concern by providing
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additional funds, but are increasingly dismayed that puzzling
educational problems persist. Taxpayers, increasingly and
alarmingly, are becoming disenchanted, rejecting many of
the school tax levies which they approved routinely a decade
ago. This widespread disillusionment with the results of Ameri-
can e.ducation has generated intense and even desperate ef-
forts at school reform.

The relatively recent federal involvement in the education
of poor and disadvantaged children is symptomatic of wide-
spread public concern about the results of education. This
concern may be viewed as a demand that our schools become
accountable for results. Reports of education in the inner
city, for example, cite the following kindS of student perform-
ance as evidence that the desired results are not being achieved:
As many as 70 per cent of the students drop out before gradua-
tion; many read at levels three or more years behind national
norms; few can compose an essay in acceptable English; few
can perform simple arithmetic operations accurately.

The reports indicate that the causes of the public schools'
failure to educate the children of the poor and the minorities
are many and complex. These reports gain credence from
what seems to be agreement among responsible educators
about the facts cited. Meanwhile, there is a growing consensus
among those with authority to commit funds. While new money
is urgently needed, it is agreed, simply pouring more money
into education is not the complete answer.

In principle, the American educational commitment has
been that every child should have an adequate education.
This commitment has been stated in terms of resources such
as teachers, books, space, and equipment. When a child has
failed to learn, school personnel have labelled him "slow,"
or "unmotivated," or "retarded." Our schools must assume
a revised commitmentthat every child shall learn. Such a
commitment includes the willingness to change a system that
does not work and find one that does, to seek causes of failure
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in the system and its personnel instead of focusing solely on
students. In short, the school must be held accountable for
results in terms of student learning rather than solely in the
use of resources.

With the advent of major federal financial support, ixtople
increasingly ask of their schools, "What are we getting for
our money?" Traditional answers in terms of resources em-
ployed, teachers available, and buildings provided, no longer
are sufficient. The public wants to know if young people can
read, get a job, or compete successfully at a higher level of
education. This is a call for accountability for results.a de-
mand for changes so pervasive and of such magnitude that
they can only be characterized as revolutionary.

If schools are to be accountable for results, a new approach
to the basic mission of the schools is necessary. In the first
place, the focus must shift from teaching to learning. Second,
the schools will cease to merit credit solely for their ability
to sort out young people and steer them along rutted roads
toward college or toward the discard pile. Third, a technology
of instruction based on specific learning objectives will start
to build. Finally, a rational relationship may be established
between costs and benefits.

While the idea of accountability is seemingly simple,
implementation of it is not. Extensive discussion of the concept
is needed to build a conceptual and operational base. The
author's purpose is to promote such a discussion.

The applicability of the ideas in this chapter are deliber-
ately limited to "training"and to the basic skills, attitudes, and
knowledge commonly understood by the termrather than
to "education." The target group of students most vitally
affected is the disadvantaged, although the ideas may have
more general applicability.

Often in science and in other spheres of thought, it is
not possible to confront an important idea directly. For ex-
ample, the phenomenon of electricity is understood by its
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effectsflow, resistance, pressure. It may be helpful to approach
accountability in a similar indirect manner. The ideas of audits,
performance contracts, developmental capital, and educational
escrow accounts constitute the rather basic primitive attri-
butes of the concept of accountability for learning results. A
suggestion also is made for a possible mechanism for furthering
development and application of the concept Cirough the estab-
lishment of a Society for Accountability in Public Education.

The Performance Contract
In 1969 an experiment utilizing the services of an outside

contractor in improving the education of disadvantaged chil-
dren was begun in Texarkana, Arkansas. The unusual feature
of this arrangement was the requirement that the contractor
bring backward students up to normal grades for their age
levels at a given cost in a given timeor else pay a money
penalty. In commenting on the contract, Congressman Roman
C. Pucinski, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on General
Education, said "the unique aspect of the Texarkana experiment
is 'guaranteed performance.' "1

Guaranteed performance would indeed be a revolution
in American education, for it is the embodiment of a notion of
fundam.,ntal importance: accountability of the education sys-
tem for results.

The initial Texarkana dropout prevention pr Tram has
been followed by second-generation contracts, built on the
promises and problems revealed by this project, in Dallas,
Philadelphia, Jacksonville, and scores of other cities. These
efforts illustrate an approach to achieving accountability
through performance contracts with private enterprise. In
barely one year, the amount of money allocated for this ap-
proach has gone from the $250,000 represented by the first
investment to well over $100 million dollars, and the expendi-
tures continue to increase with little indication that there will
be a slowdown.

A
0 "A
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It should be understood that performance contracting
need not be limited to private enterprise. Indeed, two systems
in the Office of Economic Opportunity's performance contract
experiment have negotiated contracts with teachers' associa-
tions; the cities are Mesa, Arizona, and Stockton, California,
where the teachers are the vendors.

The Basic Elements
of Performance Contracting

Following is a description of the basic elements of the
processes embodied in the first- and second-generation projects,
together with some generalizations about the wider implications
of the approach.

A local education agency applies to the federal govern-
ment, state government, or other source for funds to conduct
a stipulated program. The school district proposes to translate
its objectives (e.g., reading, arithmetic, and study skills for
disadvantaged students in specified locations) into performance
criteria for competitive bids by private contractors.

The school district employs an "agent," in the form of
outside technical assistance from a nonprofit firm, to help
translate the objectives into an evidence framework and to
develop the request for performance (aFP), the document against
which the bidding takes place.* The firm also supplies such
additional services as overseeing the bidding process, deveioping
the actual performance contract with the successful bidder,
communicating with school staff and community, and conduct-
ing a host of related activities.

The elements of the program essentially are these:
1. Students who are below standard in basic skills or

other priority areas are to receive a training program for an
agreed-upon period of time in a portion of the school plant.

*For sample reque.st for performance, see Appendix, page 123,
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The students remain in the total school program to receive

other school benefits.
2. The contractor agrees to train school personnel so

that the school system can carry on the successful practice
after the pmject is terminated.

3. The contractor agrees to be paid only on the basis
of a stipulated amount of money for each student who suc-
cessfully completes the training program.

4. A penalty is assessed for those students who do not
achieve specified performance levels.

5. A stated time after the termination of the project,
school officials have a right to reassess student performance.
If it is less than the specified level achieved, a penalty may
be assessed.

6. The school system, not the contractor, selects the
students.

7. The training program of the successful bidder must
be cost-effective and not labor-intensive.

8. An independent audit is mandated as the basis of
payment.

9. The contract stipulates a "turnkey" or system-
incorporation feature to insure general use of a successful
approach so that the program continues after the contractor
has terminated his services.

The assumption behind such programs is that a private
contractor, in concert with regular school personnel in the
over-all school setting, performing both an institution-building
and a direct instruction service, will have greater freedom to
innovate and may be more successful in motivating students
than the regular school system has been.

Stating Objectives Clearly
Performance contracts are not new to education. Elements

of the notion can be seen in a variety of experiments during
the 1920's, and there were some early attempts at accountability
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in the nineteenth century. However, the new large-scale attempt
to hold an education agency accountable for results has grown
out of careful study of recent reports on the various programs
administered through the U.S. Office of Education.

These evaluation reports on the various titles of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (EsEA) have
raised questions as to whether funds are flowing into the most
appropriate channels, or whether a good part of the money is
drained off in poorly conceived and improperly managed pro-
grams not conducive to the results sought. Much of this loss
might be avoided if those seeking funds were accountable for
results by submitting proposals based upon specified perform-
ance objectives, including a clear statement of the cond;''ons,
evidence, and standards to be used to show the degree to which
the objectives had been met. Such proposals could be solicited
in response to a request for performance. The agreement
arrived at through bids or other arrangements could then take
the form of a performance contract.

A clearer formulation of goals could not help but clarify
the instructional means to be followed in achieving them. When
a student is able to demonstrate in concrete terms what he has
or has not learned, educators and the funding agencies will be
in a better position to judge where and why a program succeeds
or fails and be able to make the necessary changes to achieve
success.

Thus, a proposal for funds to improve reading might
stipulate that 90 per cent of the students participating in a
proposed program would satisfy criteria demonstrating the
achievement of a particular grade-level increase in the time
proposed. Or in requesting funds for a teacher-training pro-
gram, the agency making the request might prescribe the
teaching skills to be imparted and the criteria for measuring
the "proficiency level" at which these skills will be exercised
by participants in the program. The funded agency would
then be prepared to explain any failure to achieve the per-
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formance levels on which such a contract is based, preferably
in terms of suggested changes in the program that might be
expected to guarantee the results initially stipulated.

In the main, educators have failed to develop performance
criteria for measuring the effectiveness of instructional pro-
grams; many programs now funded and under way contain
no description of what students are expected to gain at any
point from their educational experiences. Instructional pro-
gram objectives are often cast in terms of vague goals, such
as promising to provide students with an opportunity to learn
how to commLuicate effectively. Instead, objectives should be
stated in such specific terms as these: "Given three days and
the resources of the library, the student completing this program
will be able to write a 300 to 500 word set of specifications for
constructing a model airplane that another student could
follow and build."

Limitations and Promises

There are, of course, larger objectives in education; these
are difficult to define and impossible to measure as the con-
sequence of any given program. The training components of
education, such as the basic skills of reading and arithmetic,
are most amenable to performance contracts. It would be a
very great error to go beyond the training component at this
time. The only aspects of education eligible for inclusion in a
performance contract are those that can be operationally de-
fined and to which acceptable methods of asSessment can
be applied.

But the fact that many results of education are subjective
and not subject to conventional measurement should not deter
us from dealing precisely with those aspects of education that
lend themselves to precise definition and assessment. Rather,
it demands that we do make maximum use of these individual
parts that tell us what the change in the whole has been. If
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it is truly our goal to help our children transcend their educa-
tion in completing it, we must begin by giving this education
a strong basis in fact.

A per formance contract approach to federal resource
allocations promises greater economy in the use of federal
funds to education and in the allocation of general education
resources as well. Educational objectives pinned to predictable,
measurable, student performance would offer a much needed
basis for measuring program cost against program effective-
ness. Such cost accounting, in turn, would promote more
effective allocation of existing resources between competing
educational programs. When monetary and other educational
resources are focused on arriving at observable measurable
outcomes, the resources required to bring a given student to
a level of performance that does justice to his capacities can be
identified and applied. When this happens, we may be on the
verge of a renaissance in education for which all of us have
been waiting.

There are larger issues raised in attempting to achieve
accountability for results through performance contracts. The
most basic relates to the manner in which government inter-
venes in the social field. There are others. Performance con-
tracting should be viewed as an experiment, not as a panacea
or a plague. It will be three to five years before disinterested
and scholarly assessments can be made. In the meantime, cer-
tain provisional statements can be made:

This approach may help us to avoid repeating the mistakes
of the past, by providing the citizens of this country with a
means of knowing how effective new practices are performing.

Government can concentrate on its primary job of deci-
sion making. Government, representing the people can identify
the problem and decidc what objectives mast be met to solve
it. Government may be able to delegate part of the educational
work to non-gcvernmental organizations who seek to do it.
Private organizations, business or otherwise, may have addi-
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tional capabilities to find the best methods to solve problems.
The approach makes it possible to abandon an experiment

that fails and to try another method. It likewise makes it possible
to set standards that must be met and then enforce them. It
defines the results that are wanted and declares that within a
given time it will compare the results achieved with the results
expected and act accordingly.

Independent Accomplishment Audit
Only if free of self-serving bias, are reports reliable when

made by school officials on their stewardship of public funds in
behalf of achieving specific educational- benefits for children.
The public servedand this includes the students retjuired to
participateis entitled to know that such a report does not
reflect merely the school officials' description of achievement.

Independent fiscal reports have been applied to the fiscal
side of education for many years with great success. The inde-
pendent fiscal audit not only has resulted in the virtual abolition
of shady financial practice, but has permitted the professional
recording, classifying, and interpretation of the economic facts
in a manner designed to produce data that encourages and per-
mits effective management.

The independent accomplishment audit (IAA) follows a
process similar to that used in a fiscal audit. The emphasis, how-
ever, is on learningon student performanceas a result of
financial outlays.

Concern among the electorate for results in education is a
relatively recent development. It is al 2arent that we have moved
from the stage of providing resources for student opportunities
to a domand for information regarding the extent to 'which the
resources have resulted in student learning. This is especially
true of educational benefits conventionally known as the basic
skills. One powerful indication of this significant shift from a
resource-allocation orientation to an accountability-for-results
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orientation is found in a review of the brief history of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. The act con-
centrates massive federal resources upon the problems of
institutional renewal and direct service to the poor and dis-
advantaged. It was written in the context of providing resources
such as equipment, teachers, space, books, and the like. But the
questions put by Congress in the several years since the passage
of the act have moved beyond how the money was spent and
for whom; they bear increasingly on whether the students are
learning, securing jobs, or falling behind. This insistence on ac-
countability for results has led to the imposition of new require-
ments for evaluation and to a national assessment of education.
This is the political soil from which the independent accomplish-
ment audit has grown.

The independent accomplishment audit relies upon out-
side judgment of results or accomplishments. It has six essentki
parts: the pre-audit, the translation of local goals into demon-
strable data, the adoption and creation of instrumentation and
methodology, the establishment of a review calendar, the assess-
ment process, and the pOlic report.

A close look at eaili of the elements in the phrase inde-
pendent accomplishment audit may be a useful way to display
its meaning.

Independent. 'nle community served by a school usually
has little choice in the information and reports given it by the
teachers, administrators, and board of trustees. Citizens and
students generally , -e not in a position to ask that information
be prepared according to their specifications, nor do they have
assurance outside of mandated fiscal reports that the informa-
tion is adequate or prepared according to some known set of
ground rules.

A distinctive characteristic of the IAA is the concept of a
third party review to assess the "truth" as seen by the indepen-
dent reviewers, without influences that are subjective, defensive,
or financial. Reliance on outside objectivity can nurture respect
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for the report as an honest accounting of what has happened
to children's attitudes, skills, and level of knowledge in rela-
tion to locally established objectives and goals. Credibility is
enhanced by the fact that a third party has examined the results.
Outside review is of fundamental impor' ince in both business
and government; its inclusion in the area of instruction is clearly
in the best interest of the people.

Accomplishment. Results at--; the products, services, or
other effects created by the school. Results achievci stand in
contrast to resources consumed by the school. Every organiza-
tion has outputsor at least is intended to have themeven
though they may not be readily measurable or even clearly de-
finable. In other words, every organization does something and
that something is its output. In education what the organization
does is to provide teachers and other personnel, materials, space,
and certain processes to achieve student accomplishments. These
accomplishments, as locally determined and valued, are the re-
sults that the outside review records and reports. Inputs may
range from easily valued items such as purchased services and
parts to intangible items such as professional expertise and
architecturally beautiful surroundings. Employee development,
satisfaction, and morale are relevant outputs, as are taxpayer
satisfaction and support, but student learning is the primary
concernthe raison d'etre of education. Student accomplish-
ment is the prime output to be judged by the IAA.

A word about measurement is essential. Measurement is
applied judgment. No measurement is exact. Judgments can be
made on the basis of interviews, observations, and instruments,
such as tests or video tapes. Through the use of small-sample
statistical techniques, judgments regarding small numbers of
students can indicate the performance of the entire student body
served. The basic issue of measurement is the competency of
the judge and the reliability and validity of the judgments. The
range of judgmen ts can be specified in a classification ranging
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from crude to rather exact. This full range of assessment can be
utilized in the IAA.

Audit. An audit is a standard review conducted by someone
who is qualified and trusted to make objective reports. During
the early years of public education, school board members
performed an inspection function. Later this was done by
superintendents and other officials. Rudiments of the inspection
process may still be seen in the annual testing program of
many school systems and states and in occasional visits by
school officials. The IAA is not a reincarnation of the inspection.
Rather it is designed as a management feedback loop, a reliable
and objective report to local personnel, commending accom-
plishments realized and recommending procedures for getting
results missed.

It is anticipated that auditors will come from the ranks of
professional educators, the laity, universities, and private enter-
prise. Training will be essential.

The IAA Process
The following description of the IAA process itself should

further an understanding of its relevance as a stimulus to
accountability. The fact that the process places school people
as well as clients in a problem-solving mode is probably its
most valuable feature.

The auditor selected by the school system, in a manner
similar to that used in selecting personnel for fisca', accounting,
starts the IAA process by discussing with the staff (students
and community can be involved at this stage) the objectives
and plans of the particular program to be reviewed. This phase
produces a list of local objectives and a clear description of the
programs in some order of priority.

In concert with local people, the auditor determines a
clear formulation of the evidence that will be used by the local
people to indicate that the objectives have been met and the
conditions that will be used to elicit the evidence. This phase
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produces a set of specifications revealing what the student will
be able to do as a result of the educational experience, the
manner in which the evidence will be secured, and the standards
which will be applied in interpreting the success of the student
in meeting the objectives.

Along with the translation, the auditor dc.:termines the
instrumentssuch as tests, questionnaires, and standardized
interviewwhich will be developed or secured to gather the
evidence agreed upon in the translation phase. The result of
this activity is a set of defined techniques and procedures for
data gathering.

An agreement is secured in writing which indicates the
nature of the .reviews, where they will be held, how long they
will take, when they will occur, who is responsible for arrange-
ments, the nature of the arrangements and other logistical
considerations. It is essential that the calendar be determined
in advance and that all concerned be a party to the agreement
and competent to honor the agreement.

The auditing process is a responsibility of the auditor.
In this phase, the auditor carries out the procedures agreed
upon in the pre-audit, translation, and instrumentation phase
as codified in the review calendar.

The auditor files a report at an open meeting giving
commendations and recommendations as they relate to The
local objectives. The report is designed to indicate in specific
terms both accomplishments and ways the program may be
made more effective and efficient.

The IAA process is similar to that used in fiscal accounting,
providing the means by which an outside individual or group
reports on locally valued objectives. It is a new technique
designed to put local school personnel and the clients they
serve in a problem-solving mode of thinking. It is built around
a financial core, since money is a common denominator for
the heterogeneous elements of inputs; but the focus is on
student attitudes, skills, and knowledge.
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Out of the IAA a whole range of useful by-products may be
anticipated. First, it may lead to a knowledge of optimum
relationships between outputs and inputs, i.e., those that are
cost-effective or otherwise to be valued. Second, it can form a
basis for the discovery and improvement of good practice in
education. Finally, it can renew credibility in the educational
process, effect more responsiveness to the needs of children,
and supply the understanding necessary to produce change.

The electorate is the most powerful of all our political
entities. If techniques can be developed to convince people
generally of the benefits of responsible leadership through
accountability for results, those interested in furthering educa-
tion can be more effective in supporting and improving the
educational enterprise.

Developmental Capital and Accountability
Money available in a predictable and secure manner for

responsible investment to produce results is the energy of
accountability. Probably the most important factor limiting
responsiveness to needed changes is the strict line-item budget
the standard budget form for the school enterprise. People
who have not ridden horses make very poor teachers of horse-
manship; people without money to invest and freedom to
make investments cannot be innovative or make needed changes.
Without decision-making responsibility, accountability is a
hollow concept.

Developmental capital is the money set aside for invest-
ment by school personnel in activities that produce the results
described in the IAA. Business typically budgets amounts varying
from 3 to 15 per cent for research and development designed
to produce better products, better service, more sales, or more
capability to produce these items. Until the passage of the
Vocational Education Act of 1963 and the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 there was virtually no
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money earmarked for this general purpose in education. With
the passage of these acts, there is now approxirnateiy one-third
of 1 per cent available for this type of investment.

The basic purpose of developmental capital is to provide
a financial resource to stimulate and sustain reexamination
and modernization of the educational system. The investment
of "risk" capital can generate new educational traditions by
applyitr the developmental aspects of business success to the
public sector.

School systems too often are characterized by archaic
budgeting systems; poor tm of buildings, staff, and equipment;
low salaries that are unrelated to performance; inadequate
personnel development; poorly developed promotion systems
for teachers; outmoded organization ; inadequate equipment
and materials; primitive technology; and repetitious and unin-
spired instruction.

Effecting necessary change requires discretionary funds
that are not now available to local school leaders. In the absence
of an infusion of new monies for development, dissemination,
and installation of new products and practices, the gap between
the demand for higher quality education and performance is
likely to widen further.

With developmental capital set-asides, renewal can be
directed through federal, state, and local channels, and activity
can be aimed at improving management leadership capabilities.
All three levels of government can work in conjunction with
each other and with the private sector. At each level a particular
focus can be attempted.

Funds at the federal level can be applied to "high risk"
investments. This is the only governmental level that can commit

a.... I I ---
and development. Another major consideration at the federal
level of government is the identification of successful pi actices
around the nation. Renewal capital can be used to determine
the most pressing 1.1anapement and operational needs of school
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administrators and to identify successful school management
and classroom practices. A nationwide search needs to be
organized to identify educational approaches that are effective
as well as schools which have resolved major administrative
and instructional problems.

In addition to collecting information on successful prac-
tices, the federal government must also gather information on
educational problems needing concenti ated attention. Funds
for this purpose should be available.

State educational leaders need capital to increase the
effectiveness of their state departments of education. There
are two forms of renewal capital now in the states. They are
Title V and Title III of FSEA, both of which are devoted to
educational renewal. One strent,thens the program offerings
at the state level, while the other strengthens the program
offerings at the local district ievel. The missing link is improved
management coordination and the provision of communication
facilities and techniques between state and local authorities.

State developm-ntal capital can be used to furnish incen-
tives to reward performance on state priorities. Such an in-
centive payment program can more effectively help states meet
their predetermined needs. Money used as a "motivator" by
state governments can serve to give impetus to better use of
their other financial resources l-v concertrating on specifically
identified and selected state needs.

The incentive options cal. be geared to improving the
status of a particular state during a specified period against its
own previous performance. An exampie of an incentive goal
might be to decrease the statewide dropout rate against the
average rate of the two preceding years.

ciazwaLcapitaLa_t_theloc.al--lexal--c-an---be-a
to help individual school districts modernize and improve both
instruction and the immagement capability to suppoi t it. Money
available for investment by local leaderstied to their own
clear, hard formulations of desirable results and an objective
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system for verifying actual resultscan have benefits similar
to those now being achieved by investment capital in business
and industry.

The Producer-Consumer School District Contract

There are many ways in which developmental capital might
be used. One possibility, called producer-consumer school
district contract, involves the sharing of good locally developed
educational practice. Pieces and parts of exemplary models
exist throughout the nation. But missing is an effective way to
insure adoption, diffusion, and dissemination. The producer-
consumer contract development program would provide money
for study, planning, training of personnel, and installation of
good practices that the local people seek to develop. This
particular use of developmental capital consists of three parts:
self-analysis, inspection and selection, and installation.

Participating school districts submit a two-part operation-1
performance against a series of specific organizational and
operational criteria. Once the purposes, priorities, and policies
of the local school district are pinpointed, attention is directed
to the second part of the operational planwhat is to be in-
stalled through renewal capital.

When the local school district has completed a successful
self-analysis, it turns to inspection and selection of model
programs necessary to meet priorities and seeks to enter into
a "consumer" relationship with a "produ ;er" school district
possessing the successful, desired educational component.

In order to conduct an efficient search, the local school
district, working closely with the state department of education,
makes use of information compiled through the developmental
activities a ntherlevelq of_gavernrnent_The frderalsnvernment
will have provided each state department of education 'vith a
complete, cataloged file of successful educational management
instructional technology throughout the country. The state
department, having been involved in both the identification
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process and the analysis procedure at the local level, identifies
producer school districts that have the potential of satisfying
the needs of the consumer district, and helps the consumer
district decide which producer districts it wishes to

Site visits are made by the consumer districts to prf.,.:...er
districts for the purpose of identifying a successful practice
which can be replicated. Funds are available to the consumer
district for stationing personnel on site for an extended period
for observation, exchanging materials, bringing producer school
personnel to see the current conditions at the consumer school,
and involving school board and community members in final
selection. Approptiate state department personnel can be in-
cluded here as well. The consumer district is concerned with
adapting and modifying as well as simply copying a worthwhile
educational practice.

During the renewal process the consumer district can be
responsible for fulfilling two primary obligations:

First, paying the producer school district a sum for each
day of site examination: These funds might come from the
consumer school district's renewal capital account and serve
as incentive rewards for producer schools to continue good
educational practices:

Second, conducting a simple evaluation for the other levels
of government on each site examination, This procedure can
serve as a check and balance system to keep the "good practice"
inventory up-to-date and valid.

The culmination of the renewal process comes with the
development of a performance contract between the consumer
district and the selected producer district to reproduce the
desired practice.

When the consumer-producer contract has been signed,
-- renewal capital assists in the installation of the program.

Renewal capital pays a large proportion of the installation oo5:
while the school district 'may be r, isible for the -)H r
fraction. Installation costs could be incurred ;n
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activities that vary from putting in hardware management
systems to hiring specialized personnel for improving the
management process.

Funds might be ubed to reward good staff ideas and dis-
cretionary monies might be awarded to principals or classroom
teachers who have well-conceived plans for small, applied
developmental activities.

The three-step procedure described for local school dis-
tricts may have additional side benefits that further the total
impact of developmental capital. In addition to improving the
selected process, the installation of good management practice
may result in additional savings to the school district. With the
extra funds to continue investigating and implementing better
methods, schools can learn more efficient and effective tech-
niques for their entire operation and thus free monies to
establish a mechanism for continual self-renewal.

Producer-consumer school technique could expand into a
"network for suc:essful practice" and become the focal point
for change in education.

Because the producer district will enter into contract with
a Ionsurner district and receive funds for supervising and
accepting responsibility to introduce successful educational
counterparts into rh e,. consumer district, it too may need
managerial assist? rwe. With the funds received from the con-
sumer district, the producer district may need to subcontract
with private enterprise to develop the best techniques under
which it can offer replication ser vice. The producer district
may want to establish "change teams" which might include
teaChers, students, and community people.

Other Uses of Developmental Capital
An example of the use of developmental capital in a local

school district may serve to illustrate the concept and its
relationship to accountability for ;esults. The author, as super-
intendent of a large California school district, was allowed to
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manage approximately one per cent of the operating budget
of the school district (some $250,000) as an investment account.
Board policy also permitted the set-aside of 1 per cent of all
funds raised from federal, state, and private sources. During
the period of 1965 to 1968, this set-aside account was used to
invest in competitive teacher-student-administrator proposals
tied to demonstrable objectives. This was done with the assist-
ance of an elected teachers' group called the Academy of
Instruction and also with the cooperation of students, admin-
istrators, community members and the board of education.

The results of this activity in beneficial changes in student
accomplishment, teacher morale and effectiveness, and admin-
istrator behavior have been striking. A know-and-care educa-
tional resources center, a zero-reject reading laboratory, a
physical fitness testing center, a humanities center, and the
incorporation of vocational programs into the fundamental
reorganization of an entire school are only a few of the results.
The 1 per cent set-aside was used as a rudder to cause change
affecting the entire budget.

One developmental effort undertaken with funds from this
investment account brought about the production of a film
designed to familiarize students with the dangers of LSD and
other drugs. The film proved to be so succt.,1sful and popular
that sales to other school systems earned the producing district
a profit of about $100,000 which was added to the investment
account for further activities.

This experience indicates the use of investment capital to
insure commercial quality in materials created as part of an
innovative or educational ienewal effort. Commercial producers
might be employed as advisors to the project to help insure
production of better-quality special materials and to enlist the
a;:tive interest of the firm in seeking more widespread adoption
of the new materials. The producing school and the commercial
entrepreneur might share in resulting profits, with the school's
share being reinvested in further educational renewal efforts.
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Recently the National School Boards Associam passed
a resclution urging a 2 per cent set-aside for developmental
purposes to be supplied from federal sources. The superin-
tendent of schools in Dallas also recently obtained 1 per cent
on the tax rate for similar purposes. The State of Florida has
allocated $1,250,000 as developmental capital to prepare a
variety of student output measures using the performance
contract approach with universities, teachers associations, and
private enterprise. Other examples could be cited. Inasmuch as
from 75 to 90 per cent of local school system budgets are tied
to salary, some mechanism for stimulating flexibility, creativity,
and accountability is needed. Developmental capital has that
potential.

An Escrow Account in Education
Accountability may be enhanced in public education by

the introduction of competition from either inside or outside
a school system. This competition might be the product of
fiscal incentives and a utilization of the nrket mechanism.
For example, one way to obtain competition in compensatory
training for disadvantaged students would be the creation of
an escrow account. From this account, designated parents in
the poverty category could obtain a voucher for use in accredited
schools or private agencies according to performance stipula-
tions. The following is a suggested plan.

A school system receiving Title I dollars sets aside an
amount in an escrow fund. Vouchers, equaling the anyNunt of
the escrow fundthe value of which is determined by the
child's need for compensatory educationare distributed to
parents of a selected number of children. Parents of the selected
children choose the educational agency to which they want to
send their child for a pOrtion of the day for compensatory
training on a guaranteed performance basis.

The school systems and other alternat.).ve education service
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suppliers negotiate individual contracts with the parents, guar-
anteeing a specific level of achievement required for paymen+
to the voucher.

Through this negotiation, th%. -Iarents and the schools
obtain incentive leverage to give 1. '-iildren the truest and
surest form of compensatory education.

A program of this kind might have several major effects
by creating a true educational market mechanism in which all
interested suppliers of educational services compe0 to please
the consumer. The suppliers might include public school systems
and individual schools within the system, private schools, and
private corporations.

The escrow-account concept can increase parent and
community participation in educational matters. Given both
responsibility and authority, parents undoubtedly will be moti-
vated to participate more actively in educational decisions.
Moreover, because the local principal will have greater decision-
making authority (i.e., recruitment and student selection), a
natural decentralization will -)ccur. At the same time, due to
the homogeneity of parent demands within communities, the
services provided by the school will be responsive to the
the community needs in order to realize economy of scale.

The plan will foster accountability. Whatever the contractisto raise the goals of the student or to raise his reading
levelthe supplier will be held accountable for the success of
his services. It will increase the over-all quality of instruction
because the consumer will pick the better schools through the
spur of competition. Moreover, because of economic scale in
the better schools, the costs (taxes) per unit of achievement
will decrease. And it will make education relevant to the desires
of the parekit and the needs of the child. Lack of relevance is
one of the major criticisms of education today.

The suppliers will compete on the basis of guaranteed
grade-level increasc or other performance factors which the
parents desire. Parental demands, which tend to approximate
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preestablished local norms, could include the following cate-
gories in addition to basic skills: motivation, study-skills
development, ethnic studies, and vocational training.

A Summing-up and a Proposal
Discontent with the schools as 'hey now are is widespread.

Much of this discontent arises because so many students in the
central city schools fall two or more years behind the national
average in reading and arithmetic. More discontent arises
because so many children dislike school and drop out. Still
more arises because many students and educators find the
schools rigid and more concerned with disciplinesome schools
say necessarily sothan with education.

Some of the discontent arises because the objectives of
education and the relevance of current education to our society
are obscure. Some of the discontent arises because the funde-
mental theories of learning and of teaching have not yet been
established, and we do not really know how to achieve all the
objectives we set. We want students to be happy in school and
to find pleasure in learning throughout their lives. But these
objectives are not met for many children.

We know a great deal more than we are putting into
practice. On the basis of careful studies and voluminous
reports, generated by the billions of dollars spent in the various
titles of federal educational legislation during the last five
years, we have many examples that illustrate favorable oppor-
tunities for improving school productivity. These include:

Elementary schools in which children are allowed consider-
able individual choice of what they study within an education-
ally rich environmentanimals, maps, typewriters, calculating
machines, scientific equipment, paints, and so forththe pro-
gram being designed. to insure that the children enjoy school
while achieving results.

Schools that place great emphasis on older children tutor-
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ing younger ones and where community service is encouraged
and properly managed;

Schools with strong emphasis on individually prescribed
instruction so that each child can progress at his own rate within
the curriculum;

Work-study schoolswhere students go to school part
time and have part-time jobsto provide a link between educa-
tion and the world outside;

Schools with emphasis on learning outside of the school-
room, with visits to study in museums, factories, libraries, farms,
and hospitals, as well as schools in which greater use is made of
instruction by TV at home or in school;

Schools in which a student uses a particular school only as
a home base for his activities and may pick and choose in a
competitive system among various schools for various activities;

Schools in which parents or students or members of the
community or all of them actively participate in planning the
school and in all its activities.

Here the author would like to put forward a proposal.
At the present time there is too little systematic effort to

conduct the research, study performance, or develop the materi-
als that are needed if citizens are to understand and control their
tax-supported servants and to keep those servants from becom-
ing their masters. Nor is there an organized effort to learn how
agency policies or strategies are made, how resources are
allocated, and what they accomplish. There needs to be a
corrective force that will enable people to question budgets and
professional practice wisely and to insist on intelligent reform.

The creation of a broadly based society to enhance ac-
countability for results would be helpful. Such a society would
have three objectives: thd conduct of research in accountability,
the training of leaders, and the dissemination of findings.

This society could carry on its activities in cooperation
with universities and the private sector. Society officers might
serve a 01ettringhouse function because of their competence in
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management, technology, assessment, and the like. Through a
Journal of Accountability in Education the public could identify
serious gaps between what is actually done in their educational
institutions and what can or should be done. The society would
be a positive force becauso it would continuously recommend
ways in which the gaps could be narrowed and objectives met.

The major assumption of this chapter has been that the
sina most important spur to an active search and commitment
to change on the part of the nation's schools is to hold them
accountable for results. The idea of accountability has been
explored by descrNng programs and techniques such as in-
dependent accomplishment audits, performance contracts, de-
velopmental capital, escrows, and a public society to foster
accountability in the schools.

Perhaps the most fitting summary is provided by the
desperate action of a mayor of a drought-stricken Mexican
town. Robert Silverberg in The Challenge of Climate: Man and
His Environment quotes the ultimatum issued by the mayor to
the clergy to hold them accountable for results: "If within the
peremptory period of eight days from the date of this decree rain
does not fall abundantly, no one will go to r-ass or say prayers
. . . If the drought continues eight days more, churches and
chapels shall be burned, and missals, rosaries, and other objects
of devotion will be destroyed . . . If, finally, in a third period of
eight days it shall not rain, all the priests, friars, nuns and
saints, male and female, will be beheaded."2

Fortunately for the clergy, Providence responded to this
no-nonsense approach by sending torrential downpours within
four days.

We do not have quite the same mean.; for holding officials
accountable. But the moral is clear, is it not? Results are what
count, not promises or lamentations.



3. Training Teachers
of the Disadvantaged:

Blueprint for a Breakthrough
James C. Stone

"We camt to this conclusion: the teachers of the dis-
advantaged are desperate. They are so desperate they welcome
any training activity that seems likely to help them even a little
bit in their struggle to cope with the problems of teaching
disadvantaged students. In these circumstances, they do not
seem to have very strong preferences for one type of training
activity over another; they like them all for their purposes, if
they are conducted well enough to serve their purposes at all."

This is a finding of a recent study of 2,000 teachers who
participated in Tides I or Ill of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (BEA) and Title XI of the National Defense
Education Act (NDEA) projects, which offered special training
for teachers of-the disadvantaged.' It states eloquently the very
urgent need for sweeping reform of teacher education in the
United States. The central question posed here concerns the
institutional changes required to accomplish this.

All past attempts to reform teacher training2 have failed
to recognize that the social institutions in which teacher educa-
tion is embethicdthe schools, the colleges, state departments
of educationwere created by society not for the purpose of
bringing about change and innovation but rather for pre-
serving the status quo. As guardians of the establishment, the
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schools, institutions of higher education, and the regulatory
agencies of the states were specifically created to see that
change does not take place. The primary function of these
educational agenciesas has been true of education since thedays of primitive manis to pass on the cultural heritage tothe coming generation. Designed to preserve what is, they
have been staffed largely by those who are wholly committed
to this end. Few teachers, for example, see their role as agents
of change. The result is that reform efforts have done little to
break the patterns of traditional teacher education.

As long as education and its handmaiden, teacher educa-
tion, are shaped by college, public school, and state department
traditions, both will remain substantially as they are now.
Attempted reforms will come and go without making an ap-
preciable impact either on higher education and the schools
or on state departments of public instruction, where teacher
education has its roots.

If ever we hope to break what George Counts, writing
some twenty-five years ago, called "the lock-step in teacher
training," we must create new organizational structures. We
cannot stop merely with modifying the present establishment;
we must begin afresh. It is worth recalling the statement by
Henry H..Hill, the president for many years of George Peabody
College for Teachers, one of the two remaining U.S. teachers'
colleges still in existence. If the successors to teachers' colleges,Hill said, "become average and humdrum arts colleges and lose
their interest in teachers, another generation will have to start
teachers' colleges all over again."3

This paper describes a new model that takes something
from the pastthe idea of a separate social institution for
teacher trainingand adds several new dimensions that are
crucial for the education of the teachers of the disadvantaged.
This model is premised on the view that teacher training for
the disadvantaged must be planned and conducted at the grass-
roots level and must intimately involve the local school and
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neighborhood, with responsibility lodged in an agency controlled
by those client-groups that comprise the local community.

The author's name for this new social institution is the
Education Professions Institute. The EN is offered as a theoret-
ical model of a breakthrough for training teachers of the
disadvantaged, if not for ad. teachers. For those of us who have
been in the teacher-education business most of our professional
lives, proposing an alternative and competing agency to the
one that has nurtured us is a difficult task. As Douglas Minnis
has said, "No one likes to point out that the king is naked. If
you are the tailor, it is especially difficult."4

The Shared Failure
In several previous publications, the author has pointed

out the failure of traditional teacher education,5 a failure that
is particularly alarming with respect to the total lack of accom-
plishment in recruiting, training, retraining, and retaining

- ghetto teachers. This failure is equally shared by the colleges,
the schools, the states, and the educational profession.

The Colleges. Most colleges have not taken seriously
their responsibility to educate teachers. As institutions, their
efforts largely have been incidentaltangential to other mis-
sions that they see as more important, such as preparing
liberal arts graduates or, at the professional level, doctors and
lawyers. Certainly, in the present most crucial need of teacher
trainingpreparing teachers of the disadvantagedcolleges
and universities are far removed from the problem. Since
institutions of higher education have not taken seriously the
social obligation of teacher training, they cannot be forced
into active social responsibility. And since the most significant
aspect of this training must occur in the ghetto and in class-
rooms of disadvantaged children, why not move this unwanted
stepchild from the colleges?

The Schools. For years, public and private sell( merely
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accepted WASP teachers trained by the colleges (however ade-
quately or inadequately) and sent them back occasionally for
refresher courses and advanced degrees. Similarly, the schools
have passively accepted student and intern teachers and per-
missively provided them with whatever laboratory experiences
the college or university requested. In more recent times,
aided and abetted by federal grants, school systems have
developed their own in-service education programs, to which
teachers have come in large numbers and which have been
generally applauded.

Building on this newly acquired know-how, the schools
should also logically become the pre-service educators of
teachers, particularly those of the disadvantaged, thus replac-
ing the institutions of higher education. For the increasing
numbers of public schools involved in internship programs,
this would be a logical and simple step. Assistant superin-
tendents in charge of staff development are being appointed
with greater frequency in the schools. These qualified individ-
uals might direct and organize pre-service teacher education,
just as they now successfully organize and direct in-service
training. An obvious benefit of such a step would be to close
the gap that so long has existed between pre-service and in-
service education. Internship programs were expected to achieve
this, but unfortunately few have.

In publicly supported education, this shift of responsi-
bility would involve only a simple transfer of funds from
higher education to elementary and secondary education. Such
a shift would create in every school system a division of teacher
education comprising in-service and pre-service functions. Such
a division would be closer to the operational level than the
present college education departments and university schools
of education, bound up as they are in the bureaucracies,
politics, and the distractions of higher education. Yet public
educationburdened as it is by inertia, irresponsive bureauc-
racy, middle-class traditions, over-legislation, and under-
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financinghas already failed in the ghetto. To expect the
present school establishment to create the kind of centers
that have been described earlier, and to maintain them on a
wide-scale basis and at high levels, is unrealistic.

The State. The education of teachers long has been rec-
ognized as a state responsibility. Originally states took this
obligation seriously and provided"Special institutionsthe
normal school, the teachers' college--as their prime vehicle
for pre-service and in-service education. The last decade has
seen the demise of these single-purpose institutions. Most
have evolved into:state colleges interested equally in the edu-
cation of other occupational groups as well as of teachers (teach-
ers in general rather than teachers of the disadvantaged).
The recent conversion of these institutions to state universities
has continued and hastened the decline of interest in teacher
education on the collegiate level.

Meanwhile, state departments of 'ucation have been
content to confine their teacher educat obligations to the
certification of teachers and the accred: ton of colleges and
universities for teacher education. In r ist states the accredi-
tation function amounts to an approval ystem based primarily
on whether the institutions offer th: specific courses pre-
scribed by the certification office. Because state departments
have failed to provide leadership, it has been remarked, "A no-
man's land is created for the college-school function (of teacher
training) which is typically characterized by dual administration,
improper financing, and conflicting supervision."6

The Profession. World War II created a critical shortage
of teachers and was followed by an unprecedented increase
in the birthrate, which simply intensified the teacher shortage.
Out of this crisis came the "professional standards movement"
in which the National Education Association (NBA) took the
leadership through the formation of its Commission on
Teacher Education and Professional Standards in 1946. All
of those connected with this movement over the past twenty-
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five yearsat local, state, and national levelsenthusiastically
testify about its many accomplishments.

Yet the simple fact is that the average teacher is still
neither interested in nor informed about teacher education
and the professional processes, such as certification, accredi-
tation, in-service training, personnel standards, and the like.
At school conferences, few general sessions are devoted to the
topic of teacher training. Section meetings on training, certifi-
cation, accreditation, or ethics are sparsely attended by teach-
ers, in contrast to the standing-room-only signs for sections
on salary, negotiating councils, collective bargaining, and so
forth. As for conferences on teacher education, they are attended
by a few public school "master" teachers and personnel direc-
tors, to be sure, but mostly by college or university professors
of education.

We cannot blame the teachers. We have never really
opened the doors of teacher education to them. When it
comes to pre-service training, we college people have given
a few public school supervising teachers a look inside, but we
have not dared to let them get further than recommending the
grade the student or intern teacher should receive. (Yet the
college supervisors, who only visit the student teacher about
two or three times a semester, are empowered with the final
judgment.) When it comes to in-service training, teachers are
merely the recipients of our ideas but are seldom involved
in the planning of what is needed and desiralble for them.

We could open the door wider and make faculty mem-
bers of supervising teachers in the public schools. We could
give them pre-service teaching responsibilities for the whole
professional sequence instead of merely offering seminars on
student-teaching problems to a few of them. We could set up
procedures whereby teachers actually plan, organize, and con-
duct their own in-service training. Any such moves would
be in the right direction. But there is scant hope that these
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forms of tokenism by themselves will induce a concern for
teacher education throughout this profession.

The Problem of Control and Governance
The results of the study mentioned at the outset of this

paper suggest that different curriculum models are appropriate
for different purposes, regardless of the community setting
in which the training programs are conducted, just so long as
the over-all training objectives are sufficiently comprehensive.

It seems appropriate to assert that local school districts,
in cooperation, and even collaboration, with colleges
and universities, are the agencies most likely to be able
to provide the experiences, activities, and facilities neces-
sary (or at least desirable) for the comprehensive training
programs we are proposing for teachers of the disadvan-
taged. At issue is the matter of how these two agencies
local school districts and collegescan.effectively combine
their resources with those of the communities in which
the disadvantaged live and have their being.7
In the considered judgment of the research team that

conducted the investigation, model curricula for the training
of teachers of the disadvantaged can be most efficiently and
effectively initiated, organized, and implemented by an edu-
cational agency closely tied to the community. First, this agency
should be "situated more advantageously in relation to the
resources, opportunities, and problems of local communities
and school districts than colleges and universities usually are."
Second, it should be "operated more independendy from social,
economic and political predsures for particular uses of resources
and opportunities and for specific solutions to those problems
than local school districts usually are." The report outlined
the characteristics required of such an agency. ,

The institution which we regard as most appropriate for
the professional education and training of teachersnot
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only teachers of the disadvantaged but all teachers
would have the following features: It would (1) provide
training which was centered in the ghetto, the bario,
the reservation, (2) emphasize participation, encounter-
ing, confrontation of all persons involved as the basis
for the teachers' (or prospective teachers') learning about
theories, concepts, principles, (3) be governed by repre-
sentatives of all of the groups providing the necessary
resourcesthe local community, the local school district,
the college or university, the trainees themselves, the
profession, and (4) draw its staff from all of the agencies
providing the resources, thus employing as teachers of
teachers the students, parents, community agency work-
ers, and civic leaders of the local community, as well as
the public school teachers and supervisors in the local
school districts, the faculty and graduate rtudents of
colleges and universities, and other professional specialists.
Assuming that there is merit in the researchers' sugges-

tions, the question remains: How and where can the model
curricula and programs best be mounted, and under what
administrative arrangement would the best chance of imme-
diate ard effective implementation occur? The clue to a new
institutional model is contained in a summary of the interview
findings: "These teachers were convinced that training activi-
ties must be planned and conducted from and at the grass
roots level, rather than by or at the district office or the col-
lege, removed as they are from the local school and neighbor-
hood."

A number of new administrative vehicles for training
teachers come to mind that have similar, if not identical,
features. Some public schools and colleges have organized
so-called special learning centers that offer remedial, develop-
mental, and supplementary instruction for disadvantaged pupils.
Others have initiated curriculum and instructional materials
centers that develop and through field tests evaluate innovative
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instructional units for disadvantaged pupils; still others have
tried demonstration-laboratory centers offering either compre-
hensive school programs or programs of special classes for
disadvantaged pupils and their parents.

The organization and operation of a multi-purpose cqn-
ter for teacher education is a cooperative and collaborative
arrangement between a college or university and a local school
district or school. The instructional and administrative staff
of the center is drawn from both agencies. Rather than being
conducted regularly and exclusively on a college campus, the
principal activities of the center are conducted either in a
public school or in a facility immediately adjacent to one.
Among other activities, the program of the center includes
workshops, seminars, extension courses, and similar training
activities for the teachers of disadvantaged pupils. In sum,
such multi-purpose centers conduct comprehensive, coherently
articulated, and coordinated programs, on a cooperative and
collaborative basis, for the immediate and direct benefit of
disadvantaged prpils and their teachers.

As an institutional model, the multi-purpose center would
seem to be worthy of emulation in every respect save one:
the model must be improved in terms of control andgovernance.

From what is known of the paradigm of change,8 as well
as the bureaucracy of the educational establishment and the
rigidity of the traditions that hamper most schools and col-
leges, it is difficult to see how the multi-purpose center can
be the long-term answer. In the form proposed, the center
cannot induce the radical reforms and dramatic changes needed
in order to successfully recruit, train, retrain, and retain teach-
ers of the disadvantaged. However, the governing authority
of the center need not be a single college or school district,
or a consortium involving a district and a nearby college or
university. It can he a trusteeship including representation
from those groups and also local community agencies.9 Other
combinations are possible.
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In any event., the joint authority forkned to govern the
model institution must provide for more equitable &legation
of responsibility and distribution of decision-making functions.
The theoretical model thot is now described has been designed
with this in mind.

The EPI as a Theoretical Model
The Education Professions Institute would be a separate

agency of higher education with a distinct and differentiated
function.10 The unique purpose of the EPI would be to pro-
vide professional training for teachers-to-be, teacher aides,
associate teachers, intern teachers, regular teachers, master
teachers, and teachers of teachers through the bachelor's and
master's degrees. It would draw recruits of all ages from the
community in which it was locatedhigh school dropouts as
well as graduates of high schools, junior colleges, four-year
colleges, and universities. Those teachers and prospective
teachers who had not grown up in a ghetto would be expected
to both live and work in the local community for a significant
part of their training period.

Financial support for such institutes might come from
a variety of sources. Some might be funded entirely by the
state or by the federal government; others might be suppofted
in whole or in part by private foundations, business or in-
dustrial groups, or professional associations. Initially, the
institute would offer an alternative to present agencies of teacher
training, and thus provide healthy competition to existing col-
lege, university, and school district operations. In time, the
EPI might completely teplace colleges and schools as the trainers
of teachers.

Regardless of its sources of financial support, the EN
should be viewed as the extension of the state's responsibility
for teacher education. Or perhaps it is more accurate to say
it would represent the resumption by the state of tF. respon-
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sibility it always has had but has failed to exercise since the
demise of the teachers' college. The institute would be ac-
credited by the state for developmental and experimental
purpOges. Special licensing provisions would need to be estab-
lished in the states for those teachers completing EPI training.
This is not to suggest a lowering of standards, but rather the
establishment of different standards for a different group in
order to accomplish a purpose not now adequately met by
any existing social agency.

The EN would draw its faculty from the communities in
which it is locatedfrom the local schools, adjacent colleges
and universities, and other social, governmental, business and
industrial agencies. While strictly a professional institution,
the EPI might admit prospective teachers and paraprofessionals
at any point in their college career when they were deemed
ready to begin professional training. During any semester of
enrollment, the trainees would be paid by the institute, the
state, and the local school for rendering teaching or com-
munity services of various kinds. This paid-to-learn feature
is especially significant in terms of recruiting from the ghetto
community itself. In-service teachers would enroll in the in-
stitute for afternoon or evening workshops, seminars, or
summer colloquiums, conferences, institutes, sabbaticals, and
tete like. They would be aided by scholarships provided by
local, state, and federal governments; foundations; the business
community; professional associations; and school-district sab-
batical leaves.

The single most distinguishing feature of the EPI would
be that it is a teaching institution. Its educational style would
be learning to teach by teaching; all trainees would be involved
in some form of teaching ac the Lentral focus of their learning
activitieseveryone teaching something to someone, to borrow
the familiar phrase.

The EPI is envisioned as a prestige agency, paying better
salaries, for example, to its faculty than do traditional colleges,
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universities, or school systems. This would be a truly profes-
sional graduate school analogous to the medical school, the
law school, the divinity school. Its program for the education
of teachers of teachers would involve research focused on
professional problems in the teaching-learning process.

Faculty members would have equal status and prestige
no matter whether their responsibilities were in the "theoretical"
or "practical" aspects of teacher training, each individual
being equally involved in both. The heart of the EPI would be
either a group of exemplary schools or a school system that it
would adopt or organize. The institute and the school would
be housed together, and professional education would result
from the instructional problems encountered in teaching chil-
dren. Laboratory experiences in classrooms and neighborhoods
of the disadvantaged would be the central focus of the pre-
service and in-service program. The professional curriculum
would be tailored to each individual and would be so organized
that every trainee during his stay at the institute would be
involved simultaneously in classroom or community experiences
and theoretical seminars, under the supervision of a team of
instructors working with a particular group of trainees.

The EPI would have the advantage of being close to the
schools, yet removed one step from the politics of local school
systems. However funded, it would be administered by and for
the local community and trainee clientele. The state education
department, the local school district, and cooperating institu-
tions of higher education would have a cooperative and consul-
tative relationship with the institute.

The 13PI would be ultimately responsible to the state and
would be chartered by the state under a joint powers' agree-
ment (see organizational table). This legal entity is provided
for in most states, though it has seldom been used in educational
affairs, one exception being the arrangements made in handling
federally sponsored research and development laboratories.
The "powers" brought together to organize the an and to
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formulate policy for it (within broad state guidelines) wouldbe a local community, the trainees, a college or university,
a school system, and the organized profession. These entities
would establish an independent local board of control that
would have financial and administrative authority to operate
the EN. The five entities initially comprising the governing
board might appoint additional representatives, including the
public at large.

Within state departments of public instruction, there
would be a specific unit of higher education with responsibility
to provide leadership for the EN and coordinate its efforts.
The permanent staff would be a small cadre of university
people and specialists in urban education. This nucleus would
be augmented by annual appointments of a much larger number
of consultants and faculty drawn from the institute, the schools,
colleges, communities, and other educational agencies.

The curriculum of the EPI would provide for a number of
levels of training for a number of different roles. Thus, persons
with the equivalent of a high school education might enter the
EN to become teacher aides; those wits. !nior college prep-
aration might become associa Luose with bachelor
degrees, intern teachers; and those with teaching credentials,
master teachers or teachers of teachers. The possibility of
movement from one program and role to another would also
be provided. All participants would be paid during their periodof training, since all would be serving in some educational
capacity in the local school or community. Each program would
end in employment opportunities.

A school in the ghetto would be the home of the institute,
with the local district supplying a room for seminars and an
office for the staff. Academic preparation needed by traineeswould be provided by nearby colleges on a contractual or
cooperative arrangement. In the vernacular of the times, the EN
would be where the action is, Le., the disadvantaged communityitself. And it would stay there in the sense that it would be
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controlled in part by the local community. It would address
itself solely to the problem: our schools have not only failed to
help enough children from low-income families enter the
mainstream of society but also they actually have prevented
many of them from doing so.

We are now educating students whose lives will be lived
as much in the next century as this one, but our schools
and colleges are still based on structures, functions, and
curricula more apropos of the last century than the next.
. . . For many . . . the judgment has been made that the
urban schools art failures because the present ends of the
schools are not acceptable as the proper ends by . . .

students and parents from impoverished or minority
groups."
If our schools have failed, teacher training likewise has

failed. We teacher-educators thus are admitted failures, but
we can be part of the solution through the EPI. We can draw a
lesson from a parallel problem that long has been prevalent
in rural America. As in the ghetto today, there was once a
great shortage of teachers for rural schools, and they are still
in short supply. An attempt to solve the rural problem was
made by recruiting young women from the region for training
at colleges located in the towns and cities. Upon qualifying for
teaching certificates, however, precious few returned to the
country to teach. Therefore, in drawing its recruits mainly from
the local area, the EN would train them on the spot in order to
increase the likelihood of their remaining in the local schools
after being trained to serve there.

In undertaking the research that led to the EN concept,12
the author arrived at the conclusion that it is essential for the
people in ghetto communities to be- active participants in
determining their children's education. The community would--
clearly have a stake in the EPI-a piece of the action. There is a
growing attitude of ghetto communities that schools and teacher
education institutions no longer serve the ends the community
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believes in; this is the cause of the increasing demands and
increasingly intense confrontations by black, Mexican-
American, Puerto Rican, and American Indian groups. In an
EPI, the ghetto community and the trainees not only would have
a voice but also a means for remaking their own education and
the education of their children.

No one doubts the difficulty of establishing such a new
social institution, least of all anyone who has been a tailor,
in Minnis' sense, of conventional training in traditional colleges
and universities. Yet surely the times demand action, new
approaches, radical departures.

Blueprint for the Breakthrough
A specific blueprint for a Black People's Institute of

Teacher Education has been developed along the lines of the
theoretical EPI model just described.

The details were worked out by representatives of the
black community of Hunter's Point in San Francisco, the San
Francisco Unified School District, and .;.ne University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley and Santa CTLIZ. This blueprint differs from
the theoretical model of an EPI in that it would set up a private
agency completely independent of state control and of other
public educational agencies, such as school districts and col-
leges or universities. Likewise, it would offer extensive under-
graduate as well as graduate training, academic as well as
professional education. In other respects the blueprint is a
replica of the theoretical EPI model.

The purpose of the Black People's Institute of Teacher
Education is to provide liberal and professional education
needed for the training of people of minority backgrounds to
become teachers. Special priority will be given to recruiting
and preparing people from the Hunter's Point-Bayview-South-east San Francisco area. However, consideration also will be
given to, persons from other communities.

2
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The institute is based on the assumption that the com-
munity has within itself the ability and the power to make all
decisions concerning the education of its children and its
teachers. A corollary assumption is that, while the institute is
essentially intended to serve black people and to be run by
blacic people, it will be open to applicants of other races and
from other communities. A third assumption is that the theo-
retical notion of an EN is a bold, new approach to training
inner-city teachers that should be tested.13

The institute will be established as a private, nonprofit
educationa' agency, owned and operated by the residents of
the th\te F.. i Francisco communities. Because the education
committee that developed the plan believes that the character-
istics of the liberally educated man are basic to professional
competence in teaching, the design of the teacher development
program will include the integration of academic and profes-
sional studiesalong with whatever remedial work needs to
be donein a tailor-made curriculum for each student in the
institute. The program will be designed in a unique way to
allow for continuous opportunities for trainees to relate theory
and practice through work experient, field assignments, and
a wide variety of teaching and community service activities.

As the basic unit of self-government, the education com-
mittee assumes responsibility for the formation of the institute.
Authority for the organization and operation will be vested in
a community trustee board, a body selected by a coordinating
council.*

Administration is conceived to be a service function pro-
vided by an administrative team to the governing board, the
faculty, and the trainees. The intent is to ensure true community
control where educational issues are involved. The community

*There is an understanding that should the program come into being, the
community trustee board will include some representatives from the
Hunter's Point Youth Council; it may also includeone or more educational
advisors as ex officio members.
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will have direct and continuous access to diverse points of view
regarding the educational development of their children and
the training of the teachers. The administrative team, appointed
by the governing board, will supervise such functions as the
over-all coordination of the institute and the coordination of
curriculum and instruction, student affairs, research, personnel
services, and finance. Coordinators may be assisted by con-
sultants or administrative trainees, depending on the kinds of
duties and responsibilities involved,

The Student Body and the Programs
Any person from the community desiring an education

will be admitted to the institute regardless of traditional aca-
demic deficiencies. A serious effort will be made to recruit and
hold high school dropouts who desire to work in an educational
agency; parents who reside in the area will also be recruited.

Students in professional educan,, wurses at other col-
leges Lilla universities who wish to enter the institute will be
screened by an appropriate committee. The programs for these
students will involve teaching and tutoring on a mgular and
intensive basis. Each student will also have contact with a
family (probably the family of one of the children-leis tutoring)
or with some group of young people; he will bexpected to
live in the Southeast San Francisco area during:the training
period. The program will focus on the activity ofieaching and
tutoring and on direct experience with the people of the three
communities.

While the programs for the students recruited from inside
and outside the community will difkr in emphasis, dare approach
to the learning experience will be identical and wilL center on:

Analyzing the learning process. As future teaciters, pupils
will concern themselves with their relationship to lieir teachers
and to their environment, learning how to focus -or cue in on
each and on the material being examined.
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Coping with the educational needs and potential of students,
tutees and their families. While the focus will be on the young
students, some facts will be gathered about his educational
situation. Is the school adequate? How do school officials and
teachers approach their pupils? What is a relevant education?
What cmises "negative" learning? What causes a dropout?
These and other similar questions will concern the trainees.

Understanding the cultwe. What is cultural deprivation?
Are the students and their families culturally deprived or just
culturally different from the majority white middle-class cul-
ture? Indeed, to what should that culture be compared?

Dealing with the emotions of pupils. Problems of self-
identity, aggressiveness in the classroom, violence, and fear
hinder learning if uncontrolled. On the other hand, confidence,
sense of self, hope for the future are desirable characteristics.
How these emotions rise and fall will concern the trainees.

Appropriate institute committees will be responsible for
recruiting and admitting students.to the Black People's Institute
of Teacher Education. Consultants may be used from the
community, ,and colleges and universities to aid In recruiting
college students to the institute so that there will be a diversity
of trainees. The mixture should include hard-core school drop-
outs; high school graduates; parents from the community;
returning black Vietnam veterans; students with one year, two
years, or three years of college education; and students with
four years of college who qualify for internship training. Ad-
missions policies will be established by the community trustee
board, whose over-ail responsibility will be to supervise the
quality of the institute.

No tuition will be charged or fees required of students
recruited from Southeast San Francisco, the institute's service
area. The ccncept of paid-to-learn will be adhered to.* Appli-
*The blueprint proposes that these amounts be paid students lit the various levels
of training: first year, $2,000; second year, $2,500; third *ar, $3,000; fourth
year, $4,000. Fifth-year intern teachers will be paid a regularj beginning teachcr's
salary by the employing school district.
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cants from outside the service area, who can afford to pay
tuition for the special training available at the institute, will
pay a feethe amount to be determined by the governing
board and used to augment the institute's scholarship and
fellowship fund.

The institute would offer several different programs of
study:

One- to three-year programs in academic and professional
studis to provide the candidates who have had some college
experience for full academic and professional credentials as a
beginning teacher;

A post-baccalaureate internship program to provide the
four-year candidate, both practically and professionally, with
the skills, art, and methodology required for teaching minority
community children, as in the Teacher Corps;

A parent-community resource program to provide parents
and others with the skills and methodology needed for teaching
in modern classrooms as assistant, associate, and intern teachirs
and teacher aides;

A teacher-tutor program of academic studies using high
school dropouts, organized as a Student Teaching Corps;

An in-service teacher education program to provide new
experience for teachers who have credentials and who desire
to teach in schools located in minority communities and to
train master teachers and teachers of teachers;

An in-service training program for school counselors and
schocil administrators who may be assigned to schools in
minority communities.

The curriculum will be Jesigned by an appropriate com-
mittee of staff and trainees and will contain distinguishing
characteristics. It will:

Focus on the black community, its history, culture, and
ethnic relativity;

Center on paid-to-learn, supervised field experiences
teaching, tutoring, and allied community-service activities;
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Integrate theory and practice, drawing from each to illumi-
nate and explicate the other;

Be organized for teaching purposes in terms of "experi-
ences" rather than courses, lectures, credits, examinations;

Be taught by teams of instructors, each team working with
a particular group of trainees over an extended period of time;

Be planned by committees of faculty and students and be
based on the trainees' needs and interests;

Be evaluated by performance criteria and on a satisfactory
or unsatisfactory basis;

Be experimental and open-ended in its search for answers
to the question, What is education?

Learning by Teaching
The single most distinguishing feature of the institute will

be its adherence to the values of learning by teaching. Learning
by teaching will apply to faculty and students alike. Teaching
will be conceived of in its broadest terms as including such
activities as tutoring, home teaching, counseling, student and
faculty recruitment, program evaluation, service in community
agencies, and the like.

Each one teach one. Start where they are. Paid to learn.
Tailor the instruction to each student's individual needs and
interests. Learn to teach by teaching: A. community of learners.
These familiar phrases characterize the learning-by-teaching
philosophy; they will be the watchwords of the institute.

The educational style of the institute will be both profes-
sional and collegiate. This means that faculty, students, and
the community will regard themselves as professional colleagues
jointly engaged 'n a search for better, more effective solutions
to the problems and tasks confronting their profession, a
search to which each can make a contribution. With faculty,
students, and the community working together on their common
professional concerns, the search itself will become the educa-
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tional experiencein contrast to the I-teach-you-learn rela-
tionship that 'pervades traditional education. In this sense, the
institute should be thought of as a center for learning and
discovery as well as a teaching center. It will be difficult to
establish this style, because it involves a departure from tra-
ditional patterns of instruction, which are both attitudinal and
structural in character.

The direct-experience activities conducted under the aegis
of the institute will be innovative and experimental. This
feature will have important implications for the structure of
the institute.

The barriers to innovation and experimentation in estab-
lished colleges and universities are well known. To preserve a
priority commitment to innovation, experimentation, and flexi-
bility, the institute will control its own policies and input,
although it will obviously need to establish working arrange-
ments with other schools, colleges, and community agencies.
But while an autonomous structure is a necessary condition for
preserving a high priority for innovation, structure in itself is
not sufficient to ensure that this priority will be realized. Equally
important will be the organization of faculty and community
representatives in learning-teaching teams that work with a
group of trainees over a sufficiently long period so that every-
one knows each other on a first-name basis. There will be
maximum flexibility for the organization and operation of the
teams; they will be evaluated on their educational style and
their progress toward the goal of learning by teaching.

Each instructional team will have released time for plan-
ning and will also be provided with adequate human, material,
and financial resources. Each team should be a truly cooperative
endeavor concerned with the subject matter, the learner, and
the needs and requirements of the world of work. To ensure
against foreclosing student aspiration prematurely, the team
should be actively associated with other educational processes
such as counseling, selection, and placement.

7 8
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The work of the instructional team will be developed
around six activities: curriculum development, teaching, evalua-
tion, learning, in-service education, and research. The purpose
would be to develop curricula in the several academic areas
relevant to the real needs of these students for both continued
education and the world of work. Additionally, scholarly
participation in such activities would assure relevancy to current
knowledge of the particular discipline. Effective utilization of
the teams will require that they meet togeiher frequently during
the school yeareven during summer monthsto evaluate
existing conditions and to test new curricula.

A typical team might consist of institute instructors,
school-community supervisors, students, and trainees from
other curriculum models; they wculd be aided by consultants
from the community, the world of work, other colleges or
universities, and other disciplines. Parents and other members
of the community would be consulted with and kept informed,
and their ideas, suggestions, or criticisms would be given full
and complete attention before any final decisions were to be
made.

Operational procedures must be developed so that the
instructional team will be able to cligage in:

Tests of the newly developed curricula against existing
curricula; research in the areas of learning, sociology, behavior,
and so forth; the desires of students and community; ideas from
other areas of the total curriculum; ideas from other scholars
and teachers in the field; the competencies of the teaching staff
and the students;

Demonstrations of the curricula in actual classroom
teaching-learning;

Retests against both objective and subjective outcomes of
the demonstrations;

Articulation of the new curricula with other subject-matter
areas, other levels of schooling, other types of education or
training, other situations;
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Continual re-evaluation, revision, and reconstruction of the
curricula as new data become available from research and
from the use of the curricula.

There will be a number of curricular models and ladders;
e.g., one-year models for training tutors and non-professionals,
two-year models for associate teachers, four-year models for
intern teachers, five-year models for master teachers. A trainee
may "graduate" from a model and seek,regular employment on
the basis of his training or he may apply for admission to the
next advanced model.

In each curricular model there will be academic and tech-
nical training, and each will encompass a wide range of different
teaching-learning activities and seminars. For examPle, in the
one-year model the technical component will include but not be
limited to (1) skill in tutoring procedures; (2) understanding
the programs of the school and various other community
agenciestheir goals, methods, timetable, underlying rationale
and concepts; (3) appreciation of low-income culture and
sociological views regarding this stratum and its subgroups;
(4) information regarding service-giving procedures; (5) know-
ledge regarding the goals of a community approach to service;
(6) interviewing and establishing contact procedures; (7) report-
ing methods and record keeping; and (8) conducting meetings
and conferences.

Exemplary Schools
Schools involved in the institute's program are to be

planned and staffed as exemplary schoolsdemonstration
centers for modern, experimental, open-ended education.
nese centers concentrate on seeking answers to the question:
What kind of education is most appropriate for the inner city?
Various kinds of exemplary centers are possible.

Preschools using Montessori approaches to teacher train-
ing. Although educational alternatives will be generally available,
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special attention should be directed toward encounter-type
learning and the initial teaching alphabet as related to Montes-
sori early childhood education.

Elementary schools geared to artistic creativity. These
would provide exposure to all aspects of the visual environment
and involve training in natural phenomena, geology, weather,
seasons, and plant and animal forms and their growth. Special
classes in creativity would be devoted to music, art, dance, and
poetry, which exist in latent abundance in all children. Such an
unfolding could lead naturally to an interest in the three R's.
An artist-teacher resident program could be a part of an
exemplary school, providing young art, music, dance, and
creative writing teachers with the opportunity of helping in the
development of an after-school creative arts program.

Intermediate schools that would develop a multi-media,
affective approach to learning. This would build on the ex-
perience of the EPOCH project in the Berkeley Unified School
District.

Nongraded high schools and adult schools providing work
experience for all students. These would be so organized that
academic instruction goes hand in hand with practice. Such an
occupational, interest-centered school might have an individ-
ually tailored, imaginative curriculum that develops greater
retention power than present nonvoluntary high schools.

An exemplary school might have a research-oriented
educational laboratory for development and assessment of
individualized, experimental learning programs. Among the
questions researched might be: How do inner-city children
and adults learn best? What are the most effective curricula
and teaching strategies? What are some paths to integration
and assimilation as well as transition to employment?

A major effort will be the rigorous evaluation of the over-
all project, and longitudinal studies also will be developed.
Students from nearby colleges and universities, teachers and
others in the community will be given stipends to serve as
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research fellows to assist in this evaluation and to initiateother studies of interest to the institute.In addition, it is expected that all direct-experience ac-tivities carried on by the institute will be subject to continuousmonitoring and evaluation. As an integral part of its practices,each direct-experience activity will incorporate evaluation andfollow-up procedures, so that it will be possible to make reason-ably definitive statements about the effectiveness of all direct-experience activities at the institute. In this way, the institutecan make a continuous and useful contribution to knowledge,while trainees presumably will accept evaluation, follow-up, andperformance criteria as integral components of professionalpracticeequally indispensable in study, involvement, andintervention.
Use of classrooms within the Hunter's Point-Bayview-Southeast San Fransicso area will be mandatory in order toprovide for the various forms of supervised teaching activities,seminars, and laboratories for the teacher-candidates.* Theseminar plan of drawing theory from a core of practical experi-encesthe heart of the teacher-training programmust by itsvery nature be conducted in settings with children. This meansthat classrooms will be needed five days a week, evenings, andSaturdays. Contracts for these facilities will need to be nego-tiated with the school district and other community agencies.

*It is hoped that initially the institute will enroll 300 trainees. The ratio of full-timefaculty to studints will be one to fifteen. This full-time staff will be augmented bya corps of school and social agency personnel indigeneous to the communityitself, who will provide immediate supervision for students'
paid-to-learn activitieson a ratio of one to three trainees. Three degrees will be offered: A.T. (AssistantTeacher) after two years; B.T.E. (Bachelor of Teacher Education) after fouryears; M.T.E. (Master of Teacher Education) after five years. Five credentialswill be awarded: tutor certificate after one year; assistant teacher certificate aftertwo years; associate teacher certificate after three years; intern teacher certificate

after four years; master teacher certificate after five years and in-service training.
A one-year graduate training program will be offered leading to the M.T.E. degree.Initially, there might be two such programs: an internship teacher preparationcourse and a program for teachers and administrators in service who wish tobecome teachers of teachers.
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The headquarters of the institute will be donated by the com-
munity, preferably at Hunter's Point.

A variety of in-service educational programs, composed
of seminars and laboratory experiences, will be created for
teachers and administrators, especially those employed in the
Southeast San francisco area. The program will be designed
to provide them' With an accurate, in-depth, and comprehensive
knowledge of minority group cultures and will examine the
dynamics underlying the involvement of teachers, parents, and
the community power structure. The major emphasis would
be to aid teachers in relating more effectively not only to the
youngsters under their, charge but also to the inner-city pop-
ulation as a whole. Such an in-service program might focus on
such issues as developing in teachers a greater sensitivity in
terms of the multi-cultural reality of American life and history,
including minority grou-p viewpoints; aiding teachers in develop-
ing personal sets of strategies involving curricular and method-
ological ihnovations; and providing them with a resource pool
of community leaders for future reference and use in the educa-
tion of the culturally different.

To summarize, the key features of an EPI as seen in this
blueprint are control by the black community; advocacy
approach to educational issues; recruitment of inner-city par-
ents and hard-core dropouts and training them "where they
are"; exclusive focus on inner-city teacher preparation; full
implementation of the learning-by-teaching philosophy; a paid-
to-learn team-teaching curriculum integrating theory and prac-
tice; establishment of exemplary schools as the heart of the
professional education training; development and use of per-
formance criteria as the basis of student evaluation; and
rigorous assessment and evaluation of a five-year experimental,
open-ended educational experience.
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4. Educational Facilitles
for the Urban Disadvantaged

Harold B. Gores
Among the handicaps facing urban school systems in

their efforts to provide better schooling for the disadvantaged
is the schoolhousethe bricks and mortar that house the
..ducational process.

The dimensions of the problem were outlined three years
ago by Ben E. Graves, then director of a research project
for the Great Cities Program for School Improvement, at a
Stanford University conference on urban school planning. His
figures, and the pattern of decay they represent, are still valid
today. Nearly 600 elementary schools and more than 50 junior
and senior high schools, built before the turn of the century,
are still in operation in sixteen of the nation's largest cities,
according to Graves. Another 700-plus elementary schools
and more than 160 secondary schools in these same cities
were built prior to 1920.1

This is not to suggest that age alone will render a build-
ing unsuitable for school use. But the reality is that most of
the schools cited here were designed around the educational
and societal attitudes of another era. An excerpt from a 1962
report on the schools of one of the large -cities is illustrative:

By and large, the school buildings of the period seem
to us to be crowded, cramped, ill-heated, ill-ventilated.
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These buildings had wooden stairs and corridors, gang
toilets in the basemer.t, and classrooms that were dark
and drab except perhaps near a window. They had no
playrooms inside and little play space outside. The at-
mosphere inside the classrooms was, in many cases, stale
and odorous, hardly designed to assist children in stay-
ing awake, or if a window were opened in winter to
allow fresh air to enter, drafty and cold.2
Paradoxically, such conditions were made worse by well-

intentioned plans to correct them. During the late 1920's
and early 1930's, many cities earmarked schools of pre-1900
vintage for replacement. But subsequently, maintenance and
repairs were held to an absolute minimum. The Depression,
war, and postwar shortages of funds forestalled replacement,
and these overaged schools continued to operate in a state
of accelerating deterioration. As Graves' figures indicate, too
many of them are in operation today.

These aged schools tend to be located in aging neigh-
borhoods that often have become ghettos or are threatened
with transition to that status. Thus, the "deprived" ghetto
pupil, who presumably is most in need of a modern educa-
tional program and modern facilities to house it, generally
finds himself attending classes in the oldest, most outmod
and most dilapidated school buildings in' any city.

Age and deterioration are not the whole story, however.
Many of the newest school buildings in the cities are designed
around century-old concepts of education. In terms of the
reforms already under way, these schools were obsolete the
day they opened. Worse still, when we contemplate the un-
kin.cwns of education's future, we realize that they were not
designed for change.

In sum, the physical plant housing our urban scho:4
systems is woefully inadequate to meet the educational needs
of the deprived. Beyond that, the city schoolhouse too often
lacks the modern auxiliary facilitieslibraries, auditoriums,
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cafeteria:5, gymnasiumsfound in its newer suburban counter-
parts. Almost never does it have the facilities needed to serve
the community at large.

But how are the cities, burdened by shortages of capital
funds, a shrinking tax base, high real estate costs, and escalat-
ing construction costs, to replace their outmoded, inadequate
school plant with modern facilities designed to meet today's
needs and to be adaptable to tomorrow's requirements?

New Concepts in Design and Construction
In the short term, there are a number of options open

to the cities and their school systems that could help alleviate
the facilities problem.

One that has been tried with varying success in a number
of cities is the use of relocatable school facilities. Here, trailer-
type, portable, or demountable units are used to create "in-
stant" classroom space in school yards or on other available
land near an existing school. Relocatables generally have been
used as a temporary measure to relieve school overcrowding
caused by the population shifts that are endemic to urban
life. But this approach has not been without its problems.
In most cases, relocatables provide less-than-satisfactory school
space, particularly where modern educational programs are
involved. Relocation of these supposedly relocatable struc-
tures often proves to be more difficult and costly than antici-
pated. And, in too many cases, this temporary solution tends
not to be temporary. Relocatable space often remains in use
far beyond its contemplated lifetime and, because it usually
is poorly maintained, tends to deteriorate rapidly.

In recent years, however, there has been some improve-
ment in the state of the art, and better types of relocatable
space are becoming available. Where continuing population
shifts and serious overcrowding occur, this solution apparently
remains an alternative, but only as a last resort.3
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Modernization .of existing schools is another option avail-
able to educators who are trying to relieve overcrowding or
update their educational programs.

A case in point is the multi-use learning center in the
Memorial Elementary School, Middletown, New York. The
center and three adjoining resource centers occupy what for-
merly was the school's auditorium. Prior to the conversion,
the auditorium was used only forty-five minutes a week for film
showings. Today, the learning center or "electronic classroom,"
with its 180 electronically equipped pupil stations, is in use
80 per cent of every school day. When partitions that close off
the resource centers are opened, the facility can still be used
for school assemblies. The cost of renovating and equipping
the new facility was about $124,000far less than that of
erecting a new building for the purpose. As a dividend, the
school system was able to house three classes in the new
facility, postponing for several years the need to put up a
new school to meet enrollment growth.

Where the cities have structurally sound but outmoded
school buildings, imaginative remodeling of auditoriums4 and
other areas offers a wide variety of alternatives.5 But renovation
possibilities do not stop there. Every city has a supply of
abandoned office buildings, warehouses, and even factories
that are suitable for conversion into educational facilities at
costs far below those involved in buiiding new schools. In
Harlem, for example, a school for dropouts is operating in
a converted supermarket. Philadelphia recently published an
imaginative plan for the conversion of a warehouse into a
schoo1.6 And scores of urban colleges and universities have
lol.T used converted buildings to house their academic pro-
grams.7

As suggested earlier, however, these solutions are of a
short-term nature and at best only alleviate immediate and
pressing problems. To meet long-term physical needs, city
school systems will have to take far more drastic stepssteps
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that will involve radical departures from past planning and
building practices.

Of crucial importance is the need to create physical fa-
cilities that will permit changes in educational programs to
meet the needs of deprived pupils.

Ironically, while many suburbs are designing "permissive
space" into their schools, the citieswhere the need for edu-
cational reform is far more pressingcontinue to plan their
schools around a century-old pattern of rigid, classroom boxes.
In these eggcrate schools, the walls cannot be moved, and
education tends to be locked into the traditional pattern of
thirty or more pupils in a classroomall day and every day
in the elementary schools, or into a pattern of musical boxes
in the secondary schools. But as the suburbs have found,
it is possible to design schools in which the walls can be moved
or even eliminated to accommodate change and that such
schools need cost no more than traditional buildings.

One approach to the creation of responsive space is
the "school without walls," which is increasingly popular at
the elementary level. Rather-than-traditional classrooms, such
schools contain large open spaces housing 100 to 150 pupils
and a staff of teachers, teaching assistants, and aides. Within
such open spaces (usually carpeted), pupils can be grouped
and regrouped, easily and unobtrusively, according to the
needs and abilities of the individual child. The new teaching
patternsteam teach;7ag and nongraded instructionare fa-
cilitated and encouraged.8 Most schools without walls are to
be found in the suburbs. But an outstanding exceptiona
domed wing that houses kindergarten through second grade
in one open spaceis to be found at P.S. 219, Queens, a
part of the New York City school system.

An even more significant development is the emergence
of the systems approach to school construction. Systems in-
volve modular, pre-engineered components with which better
schools may be built faster and more economically.
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A key requirement in the systems projects to date has
been that the components be designed to accommodate change.
Structural components provide long, clear spans free of interior
support. Into the structure is plugged a heating-ventilating-
cooling system, a ceiling-and-lighting system, and interior parti-
tions, all of which can be easily and economically rearranged
to accommodate changes in educational programs. Because
the components can be mass produced, this adaptability, plus
superior lighting and air conditioning, can be obtained at
costs equal to or below those for conventional construction.

Like schools without walls, the systems approach got
its start in a suburban environment, specifically in thirteen
California communities that banded together in 1961 to take
part in the pioneering School Construction Systems Devel-
opment project (scsD).9 Components developed under the SCSD
project were used to erect thirteen schools worth some $25
million and were adopted elsewhere in the United States to
erect schools and even industrial buildings.

With the advent of second-generation projects in Toronto,19
Montreal, and Pittsburgh, systems are no longer limited to
suburban one- and two-story buildings. Recent bid openings
in Toronto and Montreal indicate that the cities can build
systems schools of up to five stories in height and still achieve
substaltial savings over conventional designs. Underlining the
implications for other cities is the fact that, within days after
its successful bid opening, Toronto received inquiries from
Chicago, St. Louis, and Detroit, all interested in the possi-
bility of adapting the Toronto system to their own needs.

The systems approach eventually may offer one answer
to another problem of the urban disadvantagedthat of high
unemiiloyment rates. Systems components can be so designed
that less-skilled labor can be employed in construction. If
the building trades uns can be persuaded to let down
existing barriers, ghetto residents could be heavily employed
in rehabilitation projects where component systems are utilized.
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Another trend is the use of air rights for school construc-
tion. A substantial portion of every city's real estate now
is given over to streets, highways, rail lines and yards. Air
rights involve turning the space above these transportation
arteries to productive uses. In New York City, for example,
a two-school complex has been built over a subway storage
yard on Manhattan's upper East Side, a new high school
will straddle a parkway in tht Bronx, and the campus of
Bronx Community College wit be built on a fourteen-acre
"pad" over a Penn Central railroad yard.

Air rights involve difficult and often costly engineering
problems. But these costs are usually more than offset by
savings in the costs of condemnation, relocation of tenants,
and demolition on conventional urban sites. Moreover, the
city avoids the long-term loss of revenue usually occasioned
by the removal of school sites from the tax rolls.

There is promise of even greater economic advantage in
the so-called joint-occupancy approach to school construction.
As far back as 1959, New York City devoted part of a grant
from the Educational Facilities Laboratories to a study of
the feasibility of combining a commercial high school and
an office building on Manhattan's East Side. The idea was
that revenues from the sale or rental of the air rights over
the school would in effect pay for construction of the school
and the city would obtain the building at no cost to itself.
The study confirmed the economic feasibility of the idea, but
the legal roadblocks at that time proved insurmountable.

The concept was not allowed to die, however, and in 1965,
Lloyd Garrison, then president of the Board of Education,
initiated a search for ways to eliminate the legal barriers. The
result was a law, passed by the 1966 state legislature, estab-
lishing the New York City Educational Construction Fund, a
state agency empowered to float bonds, build schools for the
city, and lease the air rights over them to the developers of
commercial or residential buildings.

:-
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Lease revenues and annual payments in lieu of taxes onthe commercial or residential portion of the structure revert tothe fund and are employed to retire the bonds. In the case of
commercial developments and middle- and upper-income hous-ing, the revenues usually will be adequate to cover the full costof retiring the bonds, and the city, in effect, will get the school
portion of the project at no cost to itself or its taxpayers. In
the case of public low- or moderate-income housing which ispartially tax exempt, the revenues will reduce the ultimate costto the city.

There are other advantages. The fund operates outside thecity's debt limit, and for that reason, can-erect schools withoutthe delays occasioned by, capital fund shortages. Because it is
an independent agency, it can avoid, much of the bureaucratic
red tape normally involved in school construction programsand thus get its buildings, up and in operation sooner. Afterthe bonds are retired, the city begins to collect taxes on the
nonschool portion of the projects.n.

Despite its brief history, the fund already has one school
under construction and another thirteen committed and ,ap-proved. The projects will provide 11,590 student places valuedat $50 million and 3,500 apartment units and 350,000 squarefeet of commercial office space worth a total of approximately
$100 million. Another nine projects, involving 7,240 studentspaces worth $28 million and 3,000 apartment units worth $80million, are in negotiation, and preliminary investigations arein process for another six projects.

Admittedly, joint occupancy is not a universal solution
since it is workable only in citiesin those neighborhoodswhere real estate values and potential income from commercialor residential structures are high enough to attract developers.
Nevertheless, the fund and its joint occupancy projects mark
an important step toward what many observers 'feel could be
the ultimate solution to the problem of the schoolhouse in thecity. The fund's operations are being closely watched by a
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number of cities and there is reason to believe that this promising
alternative to the construction and financing of urban schools
will spread.

The Difficulties of
Comprehensive Planning
Harold Howe H, former U.S. Commissioner of Edu-

cation, has remarked that it's time educators realize that the
cities are their business, and that we will never have first-rate city
schools unless we have first-rate cities.12 Howe's implication
is clear: city school systems must stop operating in isolation
and, by the same token, must stop planning their school-
houses in isolation. The city schoolhouse no longer can be the
place this author described some years ago as "a masonry
fortress afloat on a sea of blacktop, bounded by a hurricane
fence with two basketball hoops."

Cities must face a reality first recognized more than a
decade ago in New Haven, when an enlightened city admin-
istration concluded that L city's ambitious urban renewal had
to be linked to an equally ambitious program of human renewal.
It was realized that to raze or rehabilitate blighted neighbor-
hoods and replace them with new commercial or residential
developments was a totally inadequate program. Families had
to be relocated, jobs had to be found for the unemployed, and
often the unemployed had to be retrained, even re-educated.
Other human problems, such as health, mental health, and
family relations, also had to be tackled before many of the
city's residents could become productive citizens. New Haven's
planners also concluded that the schools could and should play
a central role and become a focal point of the revitalized neigh-
borhoods emerging from the urban renewal effort.

New Haven adopted a plan under which its middle schools
(created under a shift to a 4-4-4 grade organization) would
double in brass as community schools and provide either
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physical facilities or coordination for neighborhood branches
of the city's social agencies. At the same time, the city took a
step of great import for the financing of urban school con-
struction. The school construction program was put up as the
city's contribution to its urban renewal program. The city's
investment of $9.3 million on eleven renewal-area schools was
matched by the state for a total local contribution of $18.6
million. This qualified the city for a federal grant, on a two-
to-one matching basis, of $37.2 million. The schools, in effect,
became the fiscal catalyst in New Haven's effort to become the
first slum-free city in America)3

Though the program has not been completedthe city has
yet to build its system of community middle schoolsNew
Haven's approach has generated a number of promising at-
tempts on the part of school systems and city administrations
elsewhere to take an interdisciplinary, interagency approach to
their planning efforts.. Most of these attempts still are highly
tentative in nature, and it is already apparent that a number of
them will not be carried out as first envisioned. But the thinking
behind them is gaining acceptance, and approaches that falter
at one time and in one place very likely will be tried later and
with greater success in other places.

One of the most promising of the new plans is one which
recognizes that, just as the school should be a community
resource, the community and its facilities represent an edu-
cational resource.

Philadelphia has created an "instant" high school by
utilizing the facilities of museums and other institutions as well
as business concerns located on or near a mid-city stretch of the
Benjamin Franklin Parkway. The school has no building of its
own, no campus, and no classrooms as such. In addition to
facilities, the cooperating institutions provide key personnel to
assist the regular school staff in the instructional program.
Instead of moving from classroom to classroom within a tradi-
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tional school building, students move from institution to in-
stitution on foot or by public transpor tation.

Thc cooperating institutions include the Philadelphia Mu-
seum of Art, the Franklin Institute, the Rodin Museum, the
Academy of Natural Sciences, and the Free Library of Phil-
adelphia. Among the business firms involved are the Insurance
Company of North America; the Bell Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania; Smith, Kline & French Laboratories; the West-
inghouse Broadcasting Company (Station KYW); and two
newspapers, the Bulletin and the Inquirer. The new school
opened in February 1969 with an enrollment of 150 pupils,
drawn from both public and parochial schools. The enrollment
was expected to increase by about 600 a year until it reaches a
goal of 2,400.

Up to now, however, large solutions to large problems
have encountered heavy sledding in the big cities. A case in
point was the comprehensive school plan developed by Pitts-
burgh, which, had it been carried out, would have employed
the school system as a lever in the revitalization of whole
sections of the city.14

The plan originally centered around the construction of
five "Great High Schools" of about 6,000 students each that
would replace twenty-three schools now in operation. These
schools were to be located on large park-like complexes that
might include such other facilities as technical institutes, cultural
centers, and perhaps even shops and theaters. The complexes
were to be so located as to provide bridges between neighbor-
hoods now isolated by Pittsburgh's rugged terrain or by rail-
r o ad s, highways, and other man-made barriers. The
neighborhoods were to be linked to the Great High Schools
campuses by pedestrian greenbelts, along which the rest of' the
school systemmiddle schools, elementary schools, and pre-
primary centerswould be located. Finally, the city's express-
way and rapid transit systems- were tentatively mapped to
provide links between the Great High Schools complexes.
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Pittsburgh has abandoned this plan because of politicaland financial problems. But the plan remains an intriguing andsignificant example of the new thinking in urban school planning,and it can be predicted that planning on this scale will beconsummated somehow, some day.
Similar difficulties have been encountered in New YorkCity, where a massive plan for Brooklyn has died aborning.Mayor John V. Lindsay proposed the creation of a futur-istic complex, called Linear City, that would slice through fivemiles of central Brooklyn, transforming the neighborhoods inits path.15 This would involve the construction of a cross-Brooklyn expressway to link the Verrazano-Narrows Bridgewith the Long Island expressway system and thus provide abypass around downtown Manhattan for through traffic. Forfive miles of its length, the new expressway would be constructedon the air rights over an existing spur of the Long IslandRailroad. The Mayor, would use the air rights over that stretchof the expressway to build his Linear City.The complex would include housing, stores, offices, culturaland recreational facilities, even an industrial park. Woventhrough it would be the elements of the educational system.Rather than schools as we know them, the educational facilitiesprobably would have taken the form of service or resource"stations, each specializing in a different area of the curric-ulum. Students would use Linear City's own transit system tomove from station to station according to the dictates of theirpersonalized educational programs. Younger pupils would at-tend "school centers" built into housing complexes.The Linear City educational concept was an outgrowth ofcommunity demands for a fully integrated education park incentral Brooklyn to replace five neighborhood schools thenslated for coastruction. The significance of the plan is that itpresumably would come to grips not with one but with a wholehost of urban problems: land shortages, traffic congestion,rapid transit, blighted neighborhoods, school segregation, and
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housing shortages, among others. However, the complexity of
the plan and a typical shortage of lead time threatened the
educational portion of the plan. The Board of Education has
been forced, because of slow progress in implementing the plan,
to proceed with construction of a number of conventional
schools in the area rather than wait until facilities could be
provided in Linear City.

The CORDE Corporation, a nonprofit educational consult-
ing firm, studied the education park proposal for Brooklyn. It
concluded in this and in another study for Philadelphia that
linear developments, in which educational bcilities were scat-
tered through the community, made more sense for both
integration and education than did the development of massive,
monolithic complexes called educational parks.16 However,
this conclusion may not hold in other communities. Syracuse,
New York,17 and Anniston, Alabama, plan large, single-site
education parks. CORDE itself has proposed a park to be built
largely on air rights over a Baltimore expressway.18 And edu-
cational park plans are under way in other sections of New
York City.19

The Role of Other Public
and Private Institutions
So far, this discussion has dealt with only one of the

agencies involved in the education of the disadvantaged: the
public schools. These are the most visible, their problems are
more apparent, and some of their attempts at physical solutions
most dramatic. But there are other agencies, both public and
private, striving to educate the disadvantaged, and signs of
;:rogress can be discerned in these areas.

Perhaps most dramatic has been the effort to educate the
very young. With few exceptions, these efforts have been carried
forward under the Head Start program (until recently an op-
eration of the U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity) and by
private agencies, rather than by the public schools. These
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nursery or pre-school programs for four- and even three-year-
olds are generally conducted in makeshift quarters of rented or
borrowed buildings. There is now an increasing demandeven
on the part of long-established private nursery schoolsfor
ways to design better facilities for the education of the very
young.20

One of the more intriguing responses is a plan developed
for the New York City Educational Construction Fund that
would create a combined pre-school and community center as
part of a joint-occupancy, vest-pocket housing project in the
Bronx. Another is the recently opened Early Learning Center
in Stamford, Connecticut. Designed around the Montessori
concept of education, the private school has an open plan
aimed at freedom of movement, accessibility of materials and
toys, and maximum involvement of the child in both work
and play.21

Industry is also taking a hand in the education and training
of youth who now lack the skills to be employable or to meet
the manpower needs of modern industry.

Tn Cleveland, the General Electric Company donated to
the Cleveland Public Schools a 200,000-square-foot building
that was formerly used for office and warehouse purposes. G.E.
and other Cleveland-area firms will cooperate with the school
system in operating the building as a job-training center for
unemployed youth.22

Currently, a G.E. operated program is in progress with 12
trainees studying five basic G.E. operations in addition to
school-system-administered academic subjects. The Western
Electric Company, and the Ohio Bell Telephone Company both
have programs in the planning stages. Eventually, the center
is expected to enroll 1,000 youths a year in a wide variety of
programs. Cleveland school officials estimate that it would cost
at least $5 million to duplicate the forty-year-old donated
building on today's construction market. And the school system
has had to spend only $200,000 to renovate the building for
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educational purposes, although additional outlays, primarily by
industry, will be required to install specialized equipment as new
training programs are added.

Colleges and universities, particularly those in the cities,
are also playing a more significant role in education programs
for the disadvantaged. In a number of cases, their activities
have involved new approaches to building use and design.23

The University of Chicago has contracted with the Chicago
Board of Education to "adopt" four public schools in the
Wood lawn area adjacent to its campus and to establish an
experimental school district. Utilizing federal and foundation
aid, and university resources, the district will spend $800 per
child more than the normal annual expenditures by the Chicago

schools in an effort to provide an education tailored to the needs

of deprived pupils. Eventually, new school facilities will be
built under the supervision of the university to house the new
programs. The university also plans to build, on its own campus,

a social service and child care center for the Woodlawn neigh-

borhood. The child care center and social service functions will

be housed in separate wings of the structure. Their proximity
is expected to give city and community agencies better contact

with community residents, particularly with the families of
children enrolled in the day care program.

There is evidence that institutional involvement in the
cities will not be limited to urban colleges and universities.
Antioch College, located in Yellow Springs, Ohio, for a time
operated an "adopted" public school in Washington, D. C.
More recently, as a member of the twelve-college Union for
Research and Experimentation in Higher Education, Antioch
has cooperated in the operation of "beacha'ad campuses" in
both rural and urban deprived areas. The portable or disposable
campuses will be staffed by student and faculty task forces

from member institutions. The teams will study and otherwise
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attempt to resolve social, economic, educational, and cultural
problems in the beachhead communities.

A more ambitious effort to put university facilities and
resources at the disposal of the disadvantaged is under study
by a major eastern university. The private institution, which
has asked to remain anonymous until the project's feasibility
can be assured, is exploring the possibility of establishing and
operating a high school, using the university's own classroom,
laboratory, and auxiliary facilities rather than erecting a sep-
arate school building. The school-within-a-university would
cooperate with the public school system and enroll students
from all areas of the city to insure a thorough ethnic, social,
and economic mix.

Such efforts have set in motion a trend toward a physical
meld of the campus and the citya trend that should be of
great significance to the cities that plan to build new colleges
in or near the ghettos to provide fuller educational opportunity
to slum dwellers. So far, planners seem not to have recognized
this significance and in most cases still plan campuses as islands
in the slums. There is reason to fear that this island approach
will have a blockbuster effect on slum neighborhoods and
engender, through displacement and dislocation, alienation and
even outright hostility among the very people the new insti-
tutions are intended to serve.

A promising exception is a new, four-year college being
planned for Brooklyn by the Education Affiliate of the Bedford-
Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation. The college, as yet un-
named, will take a number of experimental approaches. It will
operate on a twelve-month calendar and six-day week. It will
assure part-time employment to every student under an intern-
ship program linked to the student's academic program. Stu-
dents will help administer the college. Black students from
existing colleges in the metropolitan area will be employed as
tutors. Students will spend the summer prior to formal ad-
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mission working on the skills required to succeed in college and
will continue such studies as long as necessary.

This innovative educational concept has stimulated an
equally imaginative plan, prepared by Joseph Amisano of the
Atlanta architectural firm of Toombs, Amisano and Wells, for
physical development of the new campus. Rather than the
traditional fortress-like urban campus, the plan calls for a meld
of college and community facilities so that, according to a
recent report, "it should be difficult to distinguish between the
college and the community.",24 The college's facilities would be
dispersed through the neighborhood in renovated structures
and in new construction that would be limited to empty lots
and to sites now occupied by substandard or abandoned build-
ings. Thus,-according to an Educational Facilities Laboratories
report, it would be "an institution that adds a great deal to the
community and subtracts nothing." New construction would
be kept to the low-rise scale of the existing neighborhood, and
every effort would be made to preserve the distinctive architec-
tural character of the area.

The plan calls for a mix of functions in both new and
renovated facilities so that the college, local businesses, and even
residential space might share the same building. Rentals from
the commercial and residential portions could revert to the
college. The college library and its cultural, recreational, and
other facilities are intended to serve the community as well as the
students. All facilities are to be designed for easy convertibility
to different functions to meet the changing needs of both the
college and the community. The plan even envisions the possible
surrender of college facilities to other uses to meet pressing
community needs. In addition to the development of the college,
the plan calls for rehabilitation of the surrounding community,
conversion of streets into linear parks, and provision of new
housing to help overcome local shortages.

Significantly, both the academic and physical plans for the
Bedford-Stuyvesant college were published as an approach and
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a framework, not as a fait accompli. The final plan is to be
developed with full participation of the communityeven to
the extent that the site announced (a specific area of forty-five
blocks inhabited by about 45,000 people) is regarded as hypo-
thetical pending community participation in the final site
selection process.

While they cannot duplicate %lie Bedford-Stuyvesant ap-
proach, a few existing institutions are taking steps that will meld
the campus with the community. A case in point is the Detroit
Institute of Technology, which is planning the adoption of 100
square blocks in the core of the city. The Institute's plan,
prepared by The Academy of Educational Development, has
been called "educational renewal," and it involves a total
institutional commitment to its neighborhood. It proposes that
the Institute become the prime mover in the creation of a viable
communitya new town or new villagein the heart of the city.
Within the new town, the institution and the community would
merge, to the point that one would be indistinguishable from
the other.

The Detroit Institute of Technology would immerse itself
in the city, eschewing any attempt to create a protected, in-
stitutional enclave oi urban ivory tower. It will create an in-
strumenta new Center for Metropolitan Environmental
Studiesthrough which the talent and expertise of its faculty
and staff can be brought to bear on the planning of the in-
stitution and the community and on the resolution of a wide
range of urban problems. And, in part through a plan to enroll
at least one student from each of its 100 adopted blocks, it
proposes to bring the community into institutional life. The plan
is based on the concept that the urban campus (and here the
term campus may be a misnomer) should be organic in concept
and in shape rather than a self isolating fortress of tradition.

Schools, colleges, and other institutions necessarily will
take different approaches to housing their burgeoning new
educational programs for the disadvantaged. In doing so, they



Principles of Educational Renewal
The Characteristics of Schools In the Past:

1. Central control
2. Monolithic organization

3. The separate schoolhouse
serving only children

4. 1000 hours of service a year
5. 190 days a year
6. Education only in school-

houses
7. Wait for new school

buildings
8. Wait six years from com-

mitment to occupancy
9. Handcrafted construction

10. Designed to defend against
children and neighbors

11. Hard and reverberative
12. Designed for winter
13. Single sources of capital

funds
14. Planned by educators and

architects

15. Schools built one at a time

16. Schools as separate
institutions

17. Windowless schools turning
their back on the neighbor-
hood

18. Materials promising low-
maintenance custody and
maximum security

19. Schools standing alone

20. Low quality, inflexible space
andlittle value upon
abandonment

New Directions for Schools of the Future:

Decentralized sub-system
A constellation of autonomoussatellites

The community school
serving everyone
4000 hours a year
300 days a year

Education wherever the
people are
Convert existing commercial
buildings

Fast-track planning in two years

Industrialized building systems
Designed around trust of childrenand neighbors
Soft and quiet
Designed for summer and winter
Many sources of capital funds

Planned by all agencies of com-
munity planning including the
local citizens
Schools built simultaneously ,to
increase volume
Schools planned in the context
of a fragment of the city
Schools designed to reach out
and welcome

Materials of warmth, texture,
amenity, and beauty, nourishing
the human spirit
Schools sharing buildings with
other compatible enterprises,
public and private
High quality, flexible space
and high resale value
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must take into account the fact that education is only one of the
needs of the urban disadvantaged. In physical planning, at least,
it seems apParent that a total effort, recognizing _.he spectrum of
urban needs and problems, and involving all applicable dis-
ciplines and agenciesincluding the community itselfwill
prove to be the only effective approach. Otherwise, the creation
of single-purposed educational facilities may result in new in-
stitutions as alien to their neighborhoods as those of the past.

In sum, the foregoing instances of lively experimentation
suggest some of the optionsif cities will but consider and
adopt them. Indeed, of all the urban building and reconstruction
that must come, rebuilding schools and colleges could well be
the first business of urban renewal inasmuch as good models
and prototypes already exist.

There are many general principles and directions which
will shape the programs of educational renewal; twenty such
principles are listed on the opposite page.

The models exist. The great unknown is whether, having
promised so much education to so many so soon, communities
can now deliver. Promises have been made to whole new
populationsto the four-ycar-olds, to the poor, to the open-
enrollment community colleges. The question now is whether
democracy follows through on its own rhetoric.
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5. The Educational Park Concept
Thomas F. Pettigrew

The need of radically new designs for urban public
education has never been more urgent than it is today. For a
variety of reasons, the present structure of the public schools
is inadequate to meet the demands placed upon it. It must be
emphasized that these inadequacies are pervasive and that
only in part do they have racial implications. However, as a
social scientist who specializes in race relations, the author
will dwell on this latter aspect in suggesting a new structural
desig,,, for urban education in the future.1

Those who say that educational desegregation is impossible
and should be abandoned as a goal of American jublic schools
are wrong. Nevertheless, there is the risk that they will prove
to be right through a classic example of the self-fulfilling
prophecy. If we decide school desegregation in our cities
cannot be achieved, we win surely act in such a manner as to
make desegregation a most unlikely occurrence.

This chapter explores one needed direction for desegrega-
tion of schools in our largest metropolitan areas. The metro-
politan educational park offers an effective response to the
conditions that bring about de facto school segregation, and
many other appealing advantages can be claimed for it.
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But it must be immediately added that the park concept
is no panacea. It raises a number of difficulties that reveal
clearly the need for careful comprehensive planning of these
enormously expensive centers. Three proposals that can help
bring about such planning are discussed in this chapter. They
are the establishment of a Commission for Metropolitan
Education; the construction of a demographic simulation of
the future dimensions of educational desegregation; and the
development of a systems approach to various facility mixes
that would provide a range of alternations to school systems
with different dimensions and problems.

The Situation Today
Five points from social science research must be taken into

account in any attempt to design a new structure for urban
education.

First,,Tchbol S. with signi,ficant numbers of middle-class chil-
dren have definite and important benefits for less-advantaged
children, regardless of race.

Extensive evidence on school achievement has been pre-
sented in the U.S. Office of Education study of Equality of
Educational Opportunity, better known as the Coleman report.2
The most significant school correlate of achievement test scores
revealed by this massive study (roughly two-thirds of a million
children were involved) is the social-class climate of the school's
student body. This variable is measured by the social-class
origins of all students in a given school; it appears to be most
critical in the later grades and is somewhat more important
for black than for white children. Put bluntly, children of all
backgrounds tend to do better in schools that are predominantly
middle class, and this trend is especially true in the later grades
where the full influence of the peer group is felt. This basic
finding of the Coleman report has been challenged vigorously
by a number of methodological critics, none of whom seem
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aware that the identical finding had been attained by four
other studies that employed sharply different measures and
samples from those used hy Coleman.3 (Three of these replica-
tions were in print several years before the appearance in 1966
cf Equality of Educational Opportunity.)*

Second, interracial schools characterized by racial accept-
ance have significant benefits, especially in the early grades, for
both white and black children.

The raciai significance of this social-class climate finding of
the Coleman report becomes obvious as soon as we recall that
only about one-fourth of the black American population at
most can be accurately described as middle class. Apart from
strktly racial factors, then, extensive desegregation iB necessary
to provide black pupils with predominantly middle-elass school
settings. On these class grounds alone, black children in inter-
racial classrooms would be expected to achieve more than their
counterparts in all-black classrooms, and these expectations
are supported in the Coleman data. Black children from
classrooms where more than half the children are white score
higher on both reading and mathematical achievement tests
than other black children; this effect is strongest among those
who began their interracial schooling in the early grades.4 In
addition, black students in more-than-half-white classrooms as
a group yield higher standard deviations in test scores than
blacks in classrooms with fewer whites; i.e., desegregated
blacks reveal a wider spread in test performance.5

But are these benefits of the interracial classroom com-
pletely a function of social-class climate? Or are racial composi-
tion factors independently related in addition? The text of the
Coleman report is equivocal on this point; it speaks of the
desegration effect being "largely, perhaps wholly,--relatddr5"-
or "largely accounted for by" other student-body character-
*For further discussion of the Coleman report, see chapter by James S.Coleman, "Increasing Educational Opportunity for the Disadvantaged:
Research Problems and Results," in The Conditions for Educational Op-portunity, the third volume in the CED Series on Urban Education.
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istics.6 The re-analysis by the Commission on Civil Rights of
these data, however, focuses further attention upon this par-
ticular question and finds that there is indeed a critical racial
oomposition correlate. The re-analysis uncovers relatively large
and consistent differences in favor of those twelfth-grade blacks
who are in more-than-half-white classrooms even after the two
major factors of the Coleman analysis have been controlled
family social class and school social class.7

The apparent benefits of interracial classrooms are not
linear; in other words, blacks in predominantly white class-
rooms score higher on the average, but those in classrooms less
than half white do no better than those in all-black classrooms.
Once again, this effect of improved perfe nance appears
greatest for those black children who begin their training in
the early grades under interracial conditions. Moreover, this
is not a zero-sum game; that is, white performance in pre-
dominantly white classrooms does not decline as black per-
formance rises. The achievement scores of white children in
interracial classes more than half white average just as high as
those of comparable children in all-white classes.'

The commission report also makes a crucial distinction
between a merely desegregated school and an integrated one.
Desegregation involves only a specification of the racial mix
of students--preferably more than half white. It does not
include any description of the quality of the interracial contact.
Merely desegregated schools can be either effective or ineffec-
tive, can boast genuine interracial acceptance or intense inter-
racial hostility. In short, a desegregated school is not necessarily
a "good" school. We can recall the greater spread of test scores
of black children in desegregated classrooms. Many of these
children are doing extremely well, but others are not doing
nearly as well. What accounts for the difference?

The commission's re-analysis of the Coleman data suggests
that the explanatory intervening variable is interracial accept-
ance. In the schools that can truly be described as integrated-
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.where most teachers report no racial tension whatsoever
black students develop higher verbal achievement, more definite
college plans, and more positive racial attitudes than com-
parable black students in tense, merely desegregated schools.9
Desegregation, then, is a necessary but not sufficient condifion
for integration; for in addition to racial mix, integration
involves a climate of interracial acceptance.

While important, high scores on achievement tests are
surely not the sole goal of education. Imieed, many advocates
argue for integrated education only in terms of the nonacademic
benefits of diverse contacts. Preparation for the interracial
world of the future, they insist, demands interracial schools
today for both white and black youth. The Coleman data
speak to this issue, too. The Coleman report itself shows that
white students Who attend public schools with blacks are the
least likely to prefer all-white classrooms and all-white close
friends; and this effect, too, is strongest among those who
began their interracial schooling in the early grades))) Consistent
with these results are data from Louisville on black pupils. In
an open-choice situation, black children are far more likely to
select predominantly white high schools if they are currently
attending predominantly white junior high schools)].

A survey of urban adults in the North and West, made by
the Commission on Civil Rights, suggests that these trends
continue into adulthood. Black adults who themselves attended
desegregated schools as children tend to be more eager to have
their children attend such schools and do in fact send their
children to such schools more often than comparable black
adults who attended only segregated schools as children.12
Typically they are making more money and are more frequently
in white-collar occupations than previously segregated blacks
of comparable origins. Similarly, white adults who as children
experienced integrated schooling differ from comparable whites
in their greater willingness to reside in an interracial neighbor-
hood, have their children attend interracial schools, and have
black friends.1.3 Thus, for both black and white adults, it appears
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that desegregated schooling does in fact prepare its students for
interracial living as adults.

Third, public schools in the United States are rapidly
becoming less, not more, heterogeneous both in terms of race
and social class.

The National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders
flatly states, "Our nation is moving toward two societies, one
black, one whiteseparate and unequal."

Nothing about public education in America refutes this
stark conclusion. "Racial isolation in the schools," concludes
the Commission on Civil Rights, "is intense whether the cities
are large or small, whether the proportion of Negro enrollment
is large or small, whether they are located North or South."14
Thus, in the fall of 1965, two-thirds of all black pupils in the first
grade of public schools and one=half in the twelfth grade of pub-
lic schools were enrolled in schools with student bodies thatwere
90 to 100 per cent black. Moreover, seven out of every eight
black pupils in the first grade of public schools and two-thirds
in the twelfth grade of public schools were enrolled in predomi-
nantly black schools.

Though different in magnitude, the regional discrepancies
do not change the picture significantly. While 97 per cent of
black first graders in the public schools of the urban South in
1965 attended predominantly black schools, the figure for the
urban North was 72 per cent. White children were even more
segregated. In the fall of 1965, 80 per cent of white public
school children in both the first and twelfth grades were located
in schools that are 90 to 100 per cent white.15

Moreover, the separation is increasing.* In Cincinnati, for
example, seven out of every ten black children in the elementary
schools in 1950 attended predominantly black schools, but by
1965 nine out of ten did so. Aud while black elementary enroll-

*No reliable national data on public school segregation are available since
1965, but local studies throughout the nation agree that the degree of
urban school segregation by both race and class has steadily increased
everywhere except in parts of the South.
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ment had doubled over these fifteen years, the number in
predominantly black schools had tripled.16 This pattern of
growing separation is typical of American central cities where
black Americans are concentrated in the greatest numbers.

Fourth, in small cities and towns the remedies for this
growing separation are well knownredrawing of school lines
within a district, the pairing ofschools, careful placement of new
schools, alteration of feeder systems, and conversion of more
schools into district-wide specialized institutions.

Can we really desegregate our public schools? Is it possible
to achieve effective racially and socio-culturally balanced stu-
dent bodies? Are there any ultimate solutions for our big city
school systems? Is not integration really a nice but impossible
notion? What about Washington, Harlem, South Side Chicago?

Initially, we must make a clear distinction between small-
ghetto and big-ghetto situations, for what is possible and useful
in the former may well be counter-productive in the latter. The
small-ghetto situation generally involves a city with less than a
seventh or so of its public school pfpulation black. Its high
schools and often even its junior Ilfgh schools are naturally
desegregated, and with good faith it can correct its elementary
school segregation within its borders. There are many such
communities throughout the United States, and together they
account for a surprisingly large minority of black children.
They should not be confused with the Washingtons and
Harlems, as such apostles of segregationist doom as Joseph
Alsop are given to do.

The elementary schools in these small-ghetto cities can
usually be desegregated with a plan tailored to the system,
utilizing a unique combination of the inter-district methods
mentioned above. Controversy is typically minimal because the
small-ghetto situation can usually be accommodated without
widespread subsidized transportation of students.

The real problems of implementation occur in the big-
ghetto situation. Techniques that are effective in small ghettos
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are generaily mere Band-Aid remedies for the city system with
a substantial and growing percentage of black students. Thus,
pairing schools along the ghetto's borders would have to be
repeated every few years as the ghetto expanded. Or a new
school built outside of the ghetto last year may result only in
a nearly all-black school within the ghetto next year.

Even in Boston, where only 26 per cent of the students in
its public school system are nonwhite, a sophisticated redistrict-
ing plan for elementary schools would have only minor effects.
In a computer-assisted system analysis, the ultimate limit of
redistricting was tested with the rules that children in grades
one through three would not be assigned more than a half mile
from their homes and children in grades four through six not
more than three-quarters of a mile. Yet the proportion of
Boston's nonwhite elementary students attending predominantly
nonwhite schools would only be reduced from 78 to 66 per
cent and for nonwhite junior high students from 65 to 50 per
cent.17 Clearly, for Bostonnot to mention cities with really
enormous ghetto areas such as New York, Philadelphia, Wash-
ington, Chicago, and Los Angeles--more sweeping measures
are required.

Fifth, the problem is most intense in the large central city
rowl is brought about basically by (a) the anti-metropolitan manner
in which our school districts are drawn and operated; (b) the
growing racial and class divisions between central cities and
fheir suburbs; (c) the depletion of the central city's pool of
middle-class white children by large parochial and private
school systems; and, finally, (d) the cynical and willful planning
by major school systems to achieve maximum racial and class
segregation. Here the techniques for heterogeneous schools in
smaller localities are mere palliatives at best and counter-
productive at worst.

The first two of these factors become apparent as soon as
we compare public school organization and current racial
demographic trends. There are approximately 27,000 school
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districts in the United States, with almost all of the recent
consolidation of districts limited to the rural areas. The Boston
metropolitan area contains more than 75 school districts, the
Detroit area more than 96.18 There 's pitifully little cooperation
between central-city and suburban school systems, and there
are vast fiscal and social disparities between districtsespecially
between those in the central city and those in the suburbs.
More than 80 per cent of all black Americans who live in
metropolitan areas reside in central cities, whereas more than
half of all white Americans who live in metropolitan areas
reside in suburbs; this imbalance intensifies racial separation
by district. Racial housing trends are not encouraging and offer
no hope for major relief of educational separation in the next
generation.10 Consequently, America would face an enormous
problem of de facto segregation even if there were no patterns
of intra-district separation by race.

But, of course, the nation also faces the task of overcoming
sharp racial segregation within school districts. For example,
in the following cities, 90 per cent or more of the black children
in the central-city elementary schools are enrolled in schools
that are 90 to 100 per cent black: Richmond, Atlanta, Little
Rock, Memphis, Gary, Omaha, Washington, Tulsa, Oklahoma
City, Baltimore, and Chicago. In cities with large Roman
Catholic populations, this intra-district segregation is unwit-
tingly increased by the absorption of many white children into
the parochial system. Since only about 6 per cent of black
Americans are Roman Catholic,20 a large church school system
necessarily limits the available pool of school-age white children
for a central-city public school system. In St. Louis and Boston,
about two out of every five white children go to private schools;
and in Philadelphia, roughly three out of every five white
children go to private schools.

In addifion, the Louise Day Hickses and the George C.
Wallaces in American political life make the problem of seg-
regation worse by openly advocating deliberate distortion in
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zoning districts and by stubbornly rejecting those measures
which would at least begin to ease the problem. In a 1967 report
the Commission on Civil Rights provides two pointed examples,
in Chicago and Cincinnati, of de facto segregation by design.21
And blatant, widespread resistance to racial change still per-
sists, of course, in much of the rural Southwhere almost a
fifth of all black Americans reside.

However, while demagogues may get the headlines, the
fact is that structural barriers are often the critical factors in
school segregation. These barriers include demographic trends;
school districting that is based on neighborhood school assump-
tions, which run counter to the metropolitan concept; and the
effects of private schools.

The Park Concept
With these data vnd observations in mind, we can consider

new ways of structuring our public schools in metropolitan
areas.

The four basic causes cited in the previous section for the
intensification of school segregation by race and class in the
big cities provide a form and a direction for future efforts.
They clearly indicate the need for large educational complexes
drawing from wide attendance areas. These areas will generally
have to include both central-city and suburban territory in
order to ensure an optimum racial mix that also has stability.
The sites for these facilities must not only be convenient to the
mass transit network but must also be on racially neutral turf.
Such locations would avoid immediate public labeling of the
school as "white" or "black."

Racial specifications are by no means the only criteria for
future remedies. Public schools in our largest cities have lost
their former preeminence as the innovative educational leaders.
A host of other smaller communitiessuch as Berkeley, New-
ton, and Brooklineare now the pacesetters. Planning for
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metropolitan public schools must therefore accent innovation.
Indeed, the public schools of the fnture, if they are to compete
effectively for the children of ad vaDtaged parents, must offer
facilities that could raiiy be duplicated by expensive private
schools. Such arrangements, of course, will be expensive
hence the need for significant federal support of capital costs.

Several designs would meet these criteria. But let us
consider one design as illustrative. Ringing our major cities
with educational parks, each of which serves both inner-city
and suburban students, offers one basic planthe metropolitan
park plan. Each park would be located in the inner ring of
suburbs or just inside the central-city boundary.* It would be
so placed that the same spoke of the mass transit system could
bring children from the outer ring of suburbs into the park and
inner-city children out to it. The attendance area of each park
ideally would cut out a slice of the metropolitan pie, with the
thin end of the slice in the densely populated central city and
the wide end in the sparser suburbs; each area would contain
a minimum of 12,000 to 15,000 public school students.

But what incentive could generate the metropolitan co-
operation necessary for such a plan? A number of school
systems have considered educational parks, but usually the
capital costs have been found prohibitive. Moreover, many
systems are currently hard pressed fez- expansion funds
especially as referendums for school construction bonds con-
tinue to be defeated throughout the nation. Federal funding on
a massive scale will obviously be needed, though it must be
distributed on a far sounder and more productive basis than
that incorporated in the Elementary and Secondary Education

*Other convenient and racially neutral sites would be appropriate to
specialized metropolitan educational parks. For example, sites near an
art museum, a science center, a music center, or a university could possess
enough appeal and status to attract suburban childrc.n into the central
city, despite the longer commuting required.
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Act of 1965, which essentially was patterned after a rivers-
and-harbors bill (everybody gets his cut). As long as alternative
federal funding for capital costs is available, many school
systemsparticularly those who do not act in good faithwill
opt against joining a metropolitan park plan.

If the park concept is to be encouraged, future federal
,construction grants must:

Involve more than one urban district. The consortium must
always include the central city, though it is not requisite that
the entire metropolitan area join any particular park proposal.
Some coordination would be necessary, of course, perhaps
through review by each area's metropolitan planning com-
mission.

Require racial and social desegregation andit is to be
hopedintegration in every school involved. Metropolitan in-
volvement makes this requirement feasible.

Exclude alternate channels for federal building funds. How-
ever, if the first two criteria are met, the proposal need not adopt
the metropolitan park plan as the model.

We are talking here about educatiob:3I parks of some
15,000 students and costing perhaps $40-50 million, defrayed
90 per cent by the federal government. Is such federal funding
possible in the near future? As with many other domestic
questions, in the author's opinion, the answer rests with the
termination of the Vietnam War. Even assuming that nothing
like the Vietnam War costs would become available for the
domestic scene, a school construction program of $1-2 billion
(enough for building roughly twenty to forty parks annually)
is not unlikely.

Here lies a great opportunity and an equally great danger.
If the money is distributed to individual school districts in
the easy fashion of the 1965 education act, the anti-
metropolitan effects could be disastrous for both race relations
and public education. Federal building money spent in such a
manner would further insulate aloof suburbia and institu-

I
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tionalize de facto school segregation in the inner city for at
least another half century. School construction money is likely
to be made available by the federal government after Vie Mam.
The vital question is: What will be its form and effect?

As pointed out early in this chapter, the educational park
idea is not a panacea; there can be elegantly effective and
incredibly ineffective parks. Yet ample federal funding, com-
bined with the nation's planning and architectural genius,
should be able to set a new standard and direction for public
schools. This combination has been applied successfully to
public facilities ranging from interstate highways to magnifi-
cent airports. Now the combination should be applied for the
benefit of children.

Educational pazks could be planned in a variety of ways.
They might involve, for instance, a reasonably large tract of
land (upwards of 80 to 100 acres) and no fewer than fourteen
or fifteen schools serving grades from kindergarten through
high school. One educator has visualized a campus designed
for 18,000 students consisting of two senior high schools,
four junior high schools, and eight elementary schools.22 How-
ever, if the park were to serve a very densely populated section,
it might be best if it did not include the entire spectrum of
grades so that it could draw on a broader and therefore more
heterogeneous area.

Basically, an educational park ought to resemble a public
university, offering a variety of educational programs for a
large group of students of varying abilities. As with public
universities in major cities, some parks might consist of high-
rise structures, while others might develop a more spacious
campus with numerous buildings. In general, it would un-
doubtedly be preferable for the metropolitan park to follow
the campus model, inasmuch as sufficient space would generally
be obtainable at locations on the inner ring of suburbs. S3nce
good sites are already scarce and are rapidly disappearing in
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some of the thickly populated metropolitan areas, especially
the older cities of the East, there is a need for accumulating
"land banks" of future park sites (treated later in this chapter).

Advantages of the Park Concept
Apart from offering raci il remedies, the metropolitan

park concept has a number of distinct advantages. First, theie
are considerable savings that accrue from consolidation;
kitchen facilities, for instance, need not be duplicated in each
of the park's units. Savings on capital costs also would accrue
from simultaneous construction of many units at one loca-
tion. This does not nec.tssarily mean that the construction and
operating costs per student would be less than those for tradi-
tional units dispersed throughout a school district, rather
that the metropolitan park could offer significantly better
facilities than traditional schools for essentially the same cost.
Consequently, each child would be receiving far more per
educational dollar in the metropolitan park.

It is difficult to institute new approaches to learning in old
settings; a basic finding of social research is that new norms are
easier to introduce in new institutions. The metropolitan park
offers the fresh and exciting setting tha t should encourage new
educational techniques and attract the more innovative mem-
bers of the teaching profession. In addition, the park presents
a rex e opportunity for designing innovation into the physical
and social structures of che schools, including the latest equip-
ment, for aiding the teacher and the student. Centralization,
for example, makes possible efficient concentration of facilities
for storage, retrieval, and use of electronic data.

This should not be viewed as leading inevitably to a wide
assortment of frightening Orwellian devices cluttering the
school. Poor planning could indeed lead to this result. The
accent, however, .should be on individualized instructiona
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unifying and positive theme far more possible of attainment
in the park design than in neighborhood schools.

Other innovations are made possible by the metropc,litan
park. For instance, the teaching profession today suffers be-
cause it is one of the most undifferentiated of all professions
in terms of rank and function, a characteristic that often
discourages a lifelong devotion to the field. While the medical
profession has a gradation of roles, from intern and resident
to chief of a service, teachers must either enter at the adminis-
trative level in order to become principals or shift to more
prestigious schools in order to move up the professional or
administrative ladder. Where there are larger faculties and
varied instructional situations, differentiation of roles becomes
possible in the schools. Thus, team teaching provides an op-
portunity to progress from apprentice to master teacher to
supervisor of master teachers. The concentration of facuhy
also allows more intensive in-service trair lg in various dis-
ciplines. Likewise, it makes possible the formation of depart-
ments such as those found in universities; e.g., a junior high
history department comprising the history teachers in all four or
five junior high schools on the campus. This, in turn, opens
up the posoibility of developing rankings with the department
similar to those found in universities.

Likewise, concentration of students allows wider course
offerings. Specialized classes, from lute-playing to seventeenth-
century English literature , become economically feasible when
the students electing them are gathered from units throughout
the park. Moreover, concentration makes it possible to provide
large-scale or special facilities that can be shared by all of the
park's units; e.g., Olympic-sized swimming 'pools, extensive
auditoriums, elaborate theatrical equipment. Such facilit:
far surpassing those now available in all but 'the most affluc.it
school districts, could become a source of student and com-
munity pride and provide a competitive advantage over private
schools. They would also have wide and efficient use rather than
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the minimal use of expensive facilities in single-site schools.
The metropolitan park offers unusual opportunities for an

effective liaison with a local uni versity or college. Nova, the ex-
tensive educational park near Fort Lauderda'- 1: plans to
include college and graduate work right on iLi. pus. But
direct contiguity is not necessary to develop a mutually ben-
eficial coordination.

An important cause of public school segregation in many
central cities is the enrollment of large percentages of white
children in parochial schools. This fact suggests the desirability
of closer cooperation between public and parochial schools;
the metropolitan educational park could facilitate such coopera-
tion. Because most parochial systems are currently in serious
financial condition, they should find attractive the possibility
of making use of the park's superior facilities. Roman Catholic
educators point out that the most costly facilitiesthe physical
science laboratories, gymnasium, and stadiumtend to be
least related to the "moral training" that they believe to be the
distinctive feature of their schools.

The present pattern of scattered-site schools, both public
and parochial, makes shared-time and other cooperative ar-
rangements awkward at best. Furthermore, _the practice of
bringing parochial school students to public school as a group
tends to emphasize segregation and often creates social tension
and hostility.

A recent idea from Vermont offers a promise of providing a
more economically and socially productive means of coopera-
tion. At the time of planning a large educational park, Roman
Catholic educators are given the opportunity of buying an
adjoining plot of land and constructing a new facility of their_
own. As long as the land price is consistent with its true value,
no constitutional infringements appear to be involved. Me new
parochial school need concentrate only or 7rizr: ling the
facilities for courses direct equired for I.loy training.
Parochial pupils a3 individualsno! att ;eana;..i gioups
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would be free to cross the park and attend public school
classes in physical education, science, or other courses when
these fit their particular schedules. The Ve:mont plan offers
construction and operating savings to hard-pressed parochial
systems at the same time that it offers a better racial and class
balance to hard-pressed public systems.*

The various advantages of the well-designed metropolitan
parkcost efficiency, educational innovatiom, more individ-
ualized instruction, wider course offerings, special facilities,
and coordination with universities and parochial schoolsare
features that parents, white or black, would welcome in the
schools of tomorrow. In the political sense, this is critical, for
desegregation efforts of the past have seldom been embodied in
larger packages promising an across-the-board improvement
in education for all children.

Objections to the Park Concept
In addition to the natural resistance to change, four major

objections have been raised to the park concept: (1) excessive
capital costs; (2) the phasing out of existing schools; (3) the
problem of impersonalization in the large complexes; and (4)

loss of neighborhood interest and involvement in the
r-thool. Each is a serious objection and deserves comment.

The park is expensive and major federal funding is neces-
sary, as we have noted. Furthermore, mistakes in design and
location could be disastrous. A park is an enormous commit-
ment of resources. If poorly conceived, it could stand for years
as a major mistake in planning. This is precisely what would

*The old stereotype of parochial school students as children of working-
class immigrants is just thatan outdated stereotype. Roman Catholic
chileren attending church-operated educational systems tend as a group to
be distinctly higher in socioe:!onomic background than Roman Catholic
children who attend the public system. Thus, inclusion of parochial
pupils in public school courses and programs is likely to make for a better
class as well as racial balance.
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happen if parks were operated totally within central-city sys-
tems; demographic projections prove the folly of building
parks for a single centrai-city system as a desegregation device.*
It is for this reason that the parks of the future must be metro-
politan in character.

Present schools represent a considerable investment, too,
and this raises the problem of phasing out existing facilities. For
many urban districts this is not a problen,; their schools are
already overutilized through the use of double shifts to cope
with rising enrollments, or the buildings are old and long past
their usefulness. But some urban districts with many new
schools would be hesitant to join a park consortium. The
progi m, however, is a long-term one. It is to be hoped that
by the middle 1970's most of the nation's kading metropolitan
areas would boast one or more parks; these in turn could serve
as models for completing the park rings early in the next
decade. Moreover, elementary and secondary student enroll-
ments will rise rapidlyfrom 48.4 million in 1964 to a pro-
jected 54.9 million in 1974 and 66 million in 1984.23
Metropolitan parks thus could b.: phased in as older facilities
are phased out and enrollments rise swiftly.

There will, of course, be special problems in localities that
have undertaken what might be called planned de facto school
segregation. There are the cities such as Chicago that in recent
years purposely have built new schools in the hearts of their
black ghettos in order to perpetuate racial separation. If racial
progress is to be made in these cities, some recent structures
will have to be converted to new usesperhaps to much-
needed community centers.

Organizational bigness often induces a fear of imper-
sonalization. The bare description of the park-15,000 students,
a staff approaching 1,000, the latest electronic equipmenthas

*The Philadelphia Urban League has fallen into this trap in proposing this
type of park for a central-city school system in which the majority of the
student 3ody is already nonwhite.
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indeed a Kafka-esque quality. And ..,ne can only concede that a
poorly designed park might very well justify these fears. But
this result is not inherent in the park plan. Nor is bigness a
park problem alone; many of today's huge urban high schools
accommodate thousands of students in a single unit and
arouse the same uneasine3s. In fact, imaginatively designed
parks could counter the urban trend toward ever larger public
school units. Smaller schools at each level can be bull t economi-
cally as units within the park; careful planning could achieve
a reasonable degree of privacy for each unit while still pro-
viding access to the shared facilit!es of the park.

Some critics are particularly concerned about the pos-
sibility that the park will bring about a loss of neighborhood
interest and involvement. The criticism assumes that most
urban public schools today are neighborhood-based and that
they generate considerable neighborhood involvement. Serious
doubts can be raised about both assumptions; we may well be
worrying about the loss of something already lost. In any event,
there is no evidence to indicate that Jnly a neighborhood-based
school is capable of enlisting parental involvement or that a
metropolitan park could not also accomplish thisor likewise
that there is a fixed, inverse ratio of size of attendance area to
community involvement.

The criticism, however, does raise an important planning
issue: How can the park be initiated and planned to heighten
parental and community interest? Certainly, the special facili-
ties, the university liaison, and cooperation with parct-hial
schools could help generate community pride and interest. So
could a park school board of parents with broad authority,
short of taxing power. Furthermore, intensive use of the park
for adult education, community affairs, and the like would also
contribute to public involvement; indeed, the park and its
special facilities lend themselves to such uses more readily than
does the typical school of today.

Finally, one might ask how such a metropolitan park plan
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fits with other widely-discussed concepts as decentralization and
community schools. First, it should be noted that decentraliza-
tion and community control are typically advanced either apart
from integration considerations cr -,utright alternatives to
integration. For example, the Bundy _r;ort on the New York
City school system, had it been implemented, might well have
led to racially homogeneous districts that would have led to the
institutionalizing of racial segregation for generations to come.24
Yet there is an obvious need in large and unwieldy systems to
decentralize authority, as well as a general need to increase
parental and community involvement in public education.

As in the case of compensatory education, however, these
possibilities acquire force and meaning when they accompany
the drive for integration rather than substitute for it. Effective
decentralization need not take the form of isolated class or
racial islands, but should assume the metropolitan pie-slice
shapes described earlier as ideal attendance areas for edu-
cational parks. New York City's schools could be organized
along the lines suggested by the Bundy report in such a way as
to help rather than to hinder integration.25

In summary, those who say there is nothing we can do
about the educational segtegation of our major cities are,
fortunately, wrong. This is not to say that progress toward
desegregation nationally will be rapid, or that we will neces-
sarily do what is requisite to achieve such progress. But it is to
say that desegregation can be achieved for a significant number
of urban Americans, white and black. The real question is not
can it be done. It is rather a political question: Will it be done?

Throe Proposals
At- the -beginning of this chapter, there was mention of

three proposals that flow from this discussion. They are: (1) the
establishment of a Commission for Metropolitan Education,
(2) the construction of a demographic simulation of the future
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of educational desegregation, and (3) a systems analysis of
effective mixes of school facilities. The remainder of the chapter
is devoted to a discussion of these proposals.

A Commission for Metropolitan Education
Whether established by a single large foundation or a

consortium of foundations interested in education, an action-
oriented Commission for Metropolitan Education is imperative
to set the model for federal efforts in education after the ter-
mination of the Vietnam War. If well budgeted and staffed,
this commission could encourage a range of significant pro-
grams markedly diffeAmt from such ill-fated and unfortunate
private programs as The Ford Foundation's Great Cities com-
pensatory education endeavor or its community-control pro-
gram in three New York City school areas.

First, and most important, the commission could experi-
ment with strategic grants to metropolitan consortia for a
variety of inter-district cooperative schemes. Remarkably little
cooperation exists today between districts within a metropolitan
area, even in such obvious activities of mutual brefit as com-
mon procurement of supplies. For instance, tl reat High
School plan for Pittsburgh, described in Chapter 4, was drawn
up with virtually no communication with surrounding suburban
districts. Not even the richest nation on earth can .?..xpect in
peacetime to fund adequately over 26,000 separate school
districts that largely compete against each other.

Multi-district grants should be made with the primary
aim of bringing about quality education for all children in a
metropolitan area, with continuous supervision to make sure
that this includes expanding opportunities for racial and class
integration. At the present time this focus would mean, among
other possibilities, support for the spread to other metropolitan
areas of Boston's Metropolitan Council for Education Op- ,

portunity (mErco) and Hartford's Project Concern.. Though
transporting relatively small numbers of black children to
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empty seats in suburban schools offers no long-term solution
in itself, it represents the beginnings of metropolitan coopera-
tion, helps to mobilize metropolitan thinking and political
pressures, and can lead (as it has in Massachusetts) to plannin.,
for state-operated demonstration schools and total state fund-
ing of public education in urban areas.

As indicated throughout this chapter, public-parochial
school coordination should be one of the commission's goals.
The commission could encourage new and more meaningful
methods of joint operation, especially in such cities as Phila-
delphia and St. Louis where large proportions of the school-age
white ,:hildren attend church schools. High priority would
be given to those programs involving physical proximity of
public and private facilities and the participation of parochial
students as individuals rather than in groups.

A Commission for Metropolitan Education would have
many points of entry and leverage. One such is provided for by
the federal Model Cities Program. Though Congress stripped
the program of metropolitan and desegregation requirements,
it nevertheless still presents opportunities to lay the Iroundwork
for achievement of these goals. Relatively small but carefully
designed grants to critical local agencies working with Model
Cities planning in particular cities could exploit this possibility.
The metropolitan planning councils that exist in most urban
areas make promising starting points.

Another point of entry is through the university. Urban
study programs at the University of Chicago, Columbia,
Harvard, and other universities in major centers have already
received significant foundation funding and provide bases for
both res::arch and direct involvement of higher education. The
commission could ensure that metropolitan educational con-
cerns would not be left out of the work and action of these
urban programs. At the minimum, the schools of education in
these institutions would be directly linked organizationally
with urban programs and would be given the responsibility
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for drawing up operational proposals for local metropolitan
coordination.

Still another point of entry is through the architectural,
design, and planning professions. Large educational complexes,
whether or not in the park form described here, are definitely
in the future. They could be enormous monuments to poor
planning, or they could introduce an entirely new and upgraded
level of facility for public education. So critical is the effective
use of America's best architectural and planning genius that
the commission might well assign a high priority to this area.
Special grants could be made to architects and planners who
work with educators in creating innovative designs to meet
varied educational situations, and this could help prepare the
the ground for effective utilization of the federal school con-
struction funds in the post-Vietnam future.

No matter how imaginative, plans are never so convincing
as concrete examples. This suggests that the commission should
invest in the development of at least one well-conceived metro-
politan educational complex. There is act, ally no metropolitan
complex in existence today that meets the .iteria discussed in
this chapter, so that such a model would undoubtedly receive
considerable attention. To increase its impact, the complex
should be located in an area where racial and class proL_ ais are
not too atypical. Washington and New York City at one end
of thc spectrum, or Salt Lake City and Spokane at the
would not be ideal demonstration areas. More suitable would
be Providence, for example, where there is a more typical racial
mixture, and where interest in the idea has already developed
throughout the area and state educational officials are inclined
favorably toward it.

Finally, the commission *night well consider establishing a
_lid bank of ideal metropolitan sites for future educational

complexes. Such an effort could consist of interest-free loans
to school district consortia to purchase strategic sites for
building metropolitan complexes in the future. Ask urban
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superintendents who have long-range views about such sites
and they will immediately provide you with one or more ideal
locations that could be purchased if only the capital funds were
available. Ask urban planners about such sites and they are
likely to tell you that such locations are in short supply and
rapidly disappearingespecially in the older eastern cities.
These opinions suggest that a land bank of even modest pro-
portions might prove of critical significance.

A Demographic Simulation of Desegregation
Those who have a strong ideological commitment to

racial integration often make it seem as though total school
desegregation could be accomplished next fall if it were not for
the resistance of the Hickses and Wallaces and their followers.
Other observers of the urban scene, eyeing the growing densities
of black population in centrai. cities, cast aside such contentions
as naive. Yet because this group is likewise susceptible to an
equally naive reading of racial demography, they are convinced
that virtually all efforts at educational integration are futile.

In making their case, the apostles of doom overlook
certaio basic facts. As pointed out earlier in this chapter, black
Americans are represented in the nation's metropolitan area s
in r gimilar proportion to that of white Americans; three out
of four persor s in each group li ve in metropolitan areas.
Nor are Washington and Harlem typical of black communities
throughout urban America. The pessimistic view also rests on
certain assumptions about future demographic trends.

The first assumption is that black communities in metro-
politan areas will remain concentrated in the central cities. This
is contradicted by the latest available_ data. In Pittsburgh, for
example, the eastern black ghetto has already begun to spread
into the suburbs; Chicago's western ghetto is about to do the
same. Furthermore, as David L. Birch has recently pointed
out, "Blacks finally appear to be moving throughout the
metropolitan region in something like the way that other
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immigrants did before them."26 The other assumptions on
which pessimists base their case are these:

The single-site model of so-called neighborhood schools
will dominate future school plans despite its increasingly un-
economic future.

The overwhelmingly white parochial school systems in key
central cities will not cooperate increasingly with public systems.

Virtually all school district and municipal boundaries will
remain as they are.

Metropolitan cooperation in public education will not
grow despite its economic attractions and the possibility of
future federal incentives.

None of these sweeping assumptions appears fully jus-
tified. As usual, the truth seems to lie somewhere between two
extreme interpretations. On the one hand, with all the imagin-
able good faith, metropolitan cooperation, and federal con-
struction funds, school integration :as a realistic attainment for
virtually all urban blacks is a long-term goal. On the other
hand, vastly expanded integrate& education in metropolitan
America is not only possible but could be achieved by means
of methods and techniques now known.

Yet these two statements do not define the problem suf-
ficiently. How many urban blacks and whites could be inte-
grated through various alterations in the present school
organization? What would be the black demand for such
integration? What would be the black demand for separate
schools? And what is the range of possible answers to these
queries for 1980, 1990, or 2000? The data regarding these
questions are so sparse that it is not possible to judge even the
order of magnitude and the range of possibilities. With the
growing technology of computer-assisted simulation of social
processes, however, it would be possible to develop the needed
data. Work on these issues would be valuable not only in
planning education but in developing plans throughout all
realms of American race )i-lations.
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We know enough now to realize that the resulting models
would be complex. For example, black demand for integration
is not just a simple function of central-city concentration but is
highly dependent upon the realistic opportunities available
for integration. Similar to the increase in total automobile
travel brought about by the attraction of new turnpikes, there
will be an ever-increasing demand for even fuller integration
as integration expands in actuality; any new model would have
to provide for feedback to take this into account.

Likewise, estimates would be necessary of rising demand
for racial separatism were segregation to be increased. It is
worth recalling here the data of the Commission on Civil Rights
concerning both black and white adults which strongly suggest
that adult interracial behavior, as well as interracial attitudes,
are importantly a function of integrated or segregated school
experience. Interesting, too, is the surprisingly favorable re-
sponse of lower-status black parents to having their children
participate in Haftford's Project Concern and integrated schools
once it became a viable possibility. But these data are rare.
Hence, such a full-scale simulation project would not only
provide a valuable guide for political decisions, but would
also lead to significant research aimed at providing the model
with values for its vital parameters.

A Systems Analysis of Effective Mixes
Contractual education services, compensatory education,

open schools, community schools, tutorial schools, magnet
schools, volunteer schools, metropolitan educational parksall
these models and more afford ample evidence that there is no
dearth of ideas for the future education of America's children.
This array of new proposals has arisen from the widely acknow-
ledged fact that public schools in their present forms are not
meeting national aspirations, not just in the central city but in
suburban and rural areas as well.
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The discussion of these various models to date, however,
often suffers from a general lack of appreciation for a systems
approach. For that matter, we have long spoken of "school
systems," but rarely has their administration been conducted in
a rational and system-oriented manner. Today, proponents
and critics argue for and against each model much as if it
were the only model for all of public education to adopt in the
future. Stated this way, of course, the assumption is absurd;
the problems and circumstances of public education in this
large nation are too varied to be optimally answered by a
single approach.

Indeed, a judicious, well-planned mix of these models
would almost surely provide the best fit for the problems and
situation, even in a single medium-sized school district. These
maximally efficient mixed models will undoubtedly vary from
area to area. But to date, little discussion has been directed to
this critical planning issue. Proponents of the various models
are too busy selling their individual wares to initiate this
thinking.

Obviously, even metropolitan educational parks are not in
themselves a total solution any more thi n any other single
model. But the author has tried to indicate why he believes them
to be essential ingredients in any effective mixture of school
facilities and programs for medium-sized and large-sized metro-
politan areas.
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Appendix

A Sample Request for Performance
(Chapter 2. Accountability in Education )

The following simplified request for performance can serve as
an example of a basis for a performance contract. Virtually all of the
first- and second-generation RFP'S contain these provisions.

General
A- description of educational services to be provided. You r.

invited to submit a proposal to provide educational services to remc
mathematics, reading and other directly-related educational d
e.encies of potential dropouts at the secondary level.

Payment. A fixed-fee contract with incentives for successf. 'y
providing student achievement in mathematics, reading, and reh Ld
skills in the most effective and efficient manner will be granted to Lhe
successful bidder. Other contractual arrangements, in addition to this
approach, will be considered if justifiable. The contractor will be
paid on the basis of successful student achievement of pre-negotiated
standards of performance.

Population to be Served
The population will be all students who are designated by the

local school district as potential dropouts due to specified educational
deficiencies. The number will be stateds

Educational Process to be Used
A general description of the process is detailed here; e.g., stu-

dents will be released from normal school classroom time for three
hours per day to participate in the program as described with free
access to the regular school program.
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Standards of Performance
Pre-tests and post-tests and other stipulated modes of proof will

be utilized as the basis for determining student achievement. The
contractor may wish to propose other testing instruments or com-
binations (e.g., at different grade levels) in which case a rationale and
justification for doing so should be made explicit. In the event that
the designated test is used, or if another test or combination is pro-
posed, the proposal should indicate which sub-components of the
tests (e.g., reading, mathematics, study skills, etc.) constitute the
"reading" and "math" on which achievement will be based. Pro-
cedures will be developed to prevent teaching to the test(s).

Method of Cost Reimbursement
In order to achieve the over-all objectives, incentives will be

allowed for the contractor to assist the student to achieve designated
performance levels in the most efficient manner. In proposing the
method of reimbursement in response, the contractor might want to
consider one or a combination of the following methods as the basis
of his determination:

Fixed fee on a grade level achievement basis in mathematics or
reading per maximum hours of instruction on an all-or-nothing basis.
An example would be one grade level in mathematics and reading for
$250 in not more than 200 instructional hours; if the student does not
achieve at the prescribed levels, then the contractor is not reimbursed
the fee.

Fixed fee based on a grade level achievement basis in mathematics
and reading per maximum hours of instruction or achievement nor-
malized to the maximum hours of instruction with penalty clauses.
If the student achieves only 0.8 grade level increase in 120 hours,
when 100 hours is the maximum stipulated time, then with a penalty
clause of 60 per cent between .5 and .7 grade levels of achievement, the
contractor would be paid 40 per cent of the stipulated fixed fee.

Fixed fee basis per "cluster" of study skills with maximum hours
not more than one-third of total hours of instruction in mathematics or
reading. Behavioral objectives and pre- and post-tests to be used will
be stated explicitly.

The bidder may choose to propose an approach other than
those above. Such approaches will not be considered when submitted
alone but are encouraged when submitted a.,3 supplemental to the
basic response to this RFP. In the supplemental proposal for cost
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reimbursement, the rationale and justification must be made quite
explicit.

Other Provisions
In the proposal, the contractor will agree to the following

specific provisions or stipulate reasons to the contrary, and provide
descriptive information as described below:

The contractor agrees to hire and train local personnel, most of
whom are to be used as para-professionals. Minimal qualifications will
be stipulated for each job slot that would be filled by these people. At
least 50 per cent of personnel involved in the instructional program
will be local; approval must be obtained from the school board on
recommendation of an executive committee.

The contractor agrees to utilize teache:s and administrators (in a
number specified) from the participating school chosen by the execu-
tive committee as consultants. This group will work part time and will
be involved in over-all design, curricula redesign and modification,
instructional systems development, instruction evaluation, and other
areas in which their first-hand knowledge of the nature and extent
of academic problems unique to the school will be useful to the
contractor. The contractor will be reimbursed for the costs of hiring
these consultants. Specific areas in which these local consultants could
be used part time must be stipulated by the bidder.

The contractor agrees to submit a list and specifications of all
nonexpendable equipment and materials, as well as consumable in-
structional material which will be used. Suggested equipment, sales
representatives, and addresses should be made available; equipment
available through surplus programs should be noted. All equipment
marketed by the contractor should be noted and if the same equipment
amounts to over 50 per cent of total equipment and material costs,
then suggested lease-purchase arrangements should be explained in
detail. Estimated delivery dates for both initiation and expansion of
program should be noted.

Details of Bidder Proposal
The proposal to be submitted to the fiscal agent of the school

should include the above conditions and provisions, performance
requirements, and other information related to the above in the follow-
ing format: (a) statement of the problem, (b) approach taken, (c)
schedule of performance, (d) subcontracting, (e) copyrights and
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pateAts, (f) personnel to be used, (g) costs and pricing, and (h) equip-
ment costs and specifications.

The contractor will also submit a proposed space requirement
per optimal student grouping (e.g., 30 students per classroom). Also
included will be refurbishing cost estimates of an existing facility.

Incentives
Most observers feel that incentives should be included in the RFP.

This element is a prime ingredient in a performance contract and in
the achievement of accountability for results. Using rewards for
meeting objecti.ies can enhance both motivation and follow-through
of program aspirations.

Various incentive payments to the contractor that might be
productive have been suggested. For example, it has been proposed
that the contractor receive such payment when the student:

Demonstrates on a General Education Development Equiva-
lency Test Certification that he has completed all five subtests (such
tests to be administered by a certified ddministrator) and received a
standard score of not less than 40 on any subtest or achieved an aver-
age of 45 on all five subtests;

Demonstrates a minimum specified per cent per month increase
in appropriate behaviors, as recorded by the use of a behavior check-
list, such appropriate behaviors to be ascertained jointly prior to the
signing of any contract;

Demonstrates progress through the academic, vocational, and
social skills program units to the extent that he completes a defined
course, completion of a defined course being defined as curricula and
clusters of curricula in existence at the institution;

Demonstrates progress through the units of new program
content that may be added subsequent to the negotiation of the con-
tract and upon which agreement is achieved by all parties to the
contract, to the fact that such additional units do constitute relevant
and appropriate program content;

Passes successfully such situational performance tests as shall
be developed and agreed upon jointly by all parties to the contract
prior to and after signing;

Demonstrates no antisocial activities, such activities being
defined as those that would result in a written report within the ad-
ministrative and management critcria presently in existence;

Achieves a high school diploma to be defined as a verification
that 16 credits have been attained in the following areas with pro-
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portional ellocations: English, 3 credis; social studies, 2 credits;
mathematics, I credit; science, I credit; electives, 9 credits (a credit
is defined as 72 hours of successful classroom study);

Enters and participates in VISTA or the Peace Corps, such entry
in those programs to take place within a specified number of months
of his departure from the school;

Is a registered student, within six months of his departure from
the institution, at an accredited college, university, or junior college;

Is gainfully employed within a specified number of days of his
departure from the institution, the employer being a state, federal,
or other governmental political subdivision, or that such employer
n..ust be a bona fide representatiVe of the private sector of the economy,
including privately financed nonprofit organizations;

Is gainfully employed by the month after departure from the
institution, such employment having been continuous with the em-
ployer of record for a specified number of months at the completion
of twelve calendar months;

While gainfully employed, receives payment for his services that
are 20 per cent in excess of the minimum wage rate required by
applicable local, state, and federal regulations and statutes.
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